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There are many material benefits to adding nano-sized filler particles to a
polymeric resin, such as improvements in strength, modulus and optical transparency.
However, the relative amount of material improvement is highly dependent on the degree
of particle dispersion within the nanocomposite. Characterization of the extent of particle
dispersion poses a great challenge because of the length scales of interest, from nano to
macro. In this study, a commercial dry titania nanopowder with a mean primary particle
diameter of approximately 30 nm was mixed into an epoxy resin/hardener system to
produce nanocomposite samples. Processing techniques such as ultrasonication and
particle surface modification were used to produce nanocomposites with varying degrees
of dispersion. The main objective of this study was to characterize the state of dispersion
of the nanoparticles embedded in the epoxy by static light scattering, SAXS, and USAXS
techniques. From these measurements, a quantitative dispersion index was derived based
on the change in particle size distribution and three dimensional relative arrangement of the
nanoparticles as compared to an ideally dispersed system. The state of dispersion was also
verified qualitatively by microscopy.
xiv

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
There are many emerging applications where it is necessary to disperse
nanoparticles into a polymer matrix, such as gas sensing films, adhesives,
pharmaceuticals, aerospace materials, paints, automotive parts, coatings and explosives.
These dispersed particle systems are mainly used to enhance or improve the properties of
the surrounding matrix material, such as conductivity, mechanical and impact strength,
energetics, wear resistance, and optical properties, to name a few. One of the main
reasons for using nanoparticles is their large surface to volume ratio. The large surface
area increases the number of particle-polymer interactions, thus strongly influencing the
overall material properties.1 The growing effort in the area of nanocomposite research
stems from the promising material properties that can be realized by efficient
incorporation of nano-sized filler particles.
Wetzel et al state2 that the unique polymer nanocomposite properties can only be
achieved if the nanoparticles are well dispersed in the matrix. The most optimal material
property benefits can only be realized if an ideal dispersion is achieved. An ideal
dispersion is defined in this study as a three-dimensional array of non-touching primary
particles in which all particles are homogeneously distributed in the matrix and not
confined to any geometrical lattice. Conversely, particle agglomeration decreases
composite material performance by the inclusion of voids that act as preferential sites for
crack initiation and material failure.1, 3 Ganesan, et al.4 have concluded that “poor
dispersion would lead to reduced product life or poor performance during service, poor
1

2
product appearance, poor processing and product uniformity, waste of raw materials, and
excessive energy usage.”
Particle agglomerates typically exist in two different forms. The first form is often
produced during particle synthesis and manufacture, where the primary particles
produced during decomposition and subsequent calcination sinter together to form a hard
agglomerate. In this study, these partially sintered primary particles are termed an
aggregate. Aggregates require attrition to break the strong covalent interparticle bonds.
The second agglomerate form is called a soft agglomerate, or simply an agglomerate.
A particle agglomerate is held together by weaker bonds, such as attractive interparticle
van der Waals forces, capillary forces, electrostatic forces, etc.5 However, van der Waals
forces are much more significant than the long-range electrostatic forces in the nano size
regime.6 The strength of particle adhesion strongly depends on particle size, as well as
the surface roughness, surface energy, and also the effective elastic constant.6 Generally
stated, as particle size decreases, the adhesion forces present between particles in order to
form agglomerates increases.
The most critical endeavor to understanding nanoparticle aggregation and
agglomeration is characterization of not only the change in the size of the agglomerates
(or aggregates)due to adhesion forces, but also the distance between agglomerates and
spatial distribution, reflecting concentration gradients and mixing fluctuations .7
Krishnamoorti and Vaia8 state that the final properties of a polymer nanocomposite
system will depend as much on the individual properties of the constituents as on the
relative arrangements and subsequent synergy between them. Thus, characterization of
these changes requires information not only on the nanoscale, but also but also on the
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microscale.9 Despite the importance of such information, development of techniques to
quantify the extent of particle dispersion has delayed the investigation of physical and
chemical processing techniques to enhance dispersion further than the results of
conventional procedures.
Unambiguous dispersion characterization is difficult because it also depends on the
complicated interactions between the particles and the matrix, but also the experimental
processing conditions.10 A variety of techniques have been proposed to determine the
degree of particle dispersion of a polymer nanocomposite and can be categorized into
four general areas7: (1) real space observation including optical and electron microscopy;
(2) determination of material property response due to changes in dispersion, such as
rheology, permeability and impact resistance, which provides an indirect verification of
conclusions drawn based on previous models; (3) measurement of a quantitative area of
interaction between the particle and matrix, such as XPS, NMR, or other spectroscopic
techniques; and (4) reciprocal space observation based on scattering of individual
particles and agglomerates (or aggregates). Overall, it is clear that no individual
approach is sufficient to fully characterize nanoparticle dispersion on all relevant length
scales.
The ideal technique for the evaluation of nanoparticle dispersion will probe the
interparticle distance and the relative arrangement of the particles while also accounting
for the primary and agglomerate particle sizes. To date, no one has utilized a range of
length scale measurements, incorporating all aspects of three dimensional particle
homogeneity characterization, to provide a quantitative evaluation of nanoparticle
dispersion. The main objective of this research is to develop a standardized methodology
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for the characterization and evaluation of the degree of nanoparticle dispersion in a
polymer matrix. Accordingly, a full range of length scales of the nanocomposite material
will be investigated. Attempts will be made to develop a quantitative measure of
dispersion that includes both a mixing parameter to determine the effectiveness of the
blending process (microscale) and a surface chemistry parameter that reflects the degree
of compatibility of the particles by the surrounding polymer (nano scale). Additionally,
chemical and physical processing techniques will be investigated to systematically
enhance the dispersion of inorganic nanoparticles in an organic polymer matrix.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
In the following section, a critical review of the characterization techniques
selected for this study: light scattering, small angle x-ray scattering, and microscopy is
presented. Also, previously developed quantitative dispersion indices are reviewed,
along with their calculation and practical limitations. Finally, the ASTM standard for
assessing the state of dispersion of carbon black in rubber is presented as a case study for
what is used in the automobile tire industry.
Particle Dispersion Studies
The dispersion and stabilization of particles suspended in a medium has been
intensely studied for many years. The majority of the work has focused on the dispersion
of particles in aqueous media by electrostatic or steric stabilization mechanisms.11
Electrostatic stabilization can be achieved by creating a high charge density on the
particle surface, which results in a strong electrical double-layer repulsion between
particles. Steric stabilization involves the attachment or adsorption of long chain
molecules (polymers, silanes, surfactants, etc), where the molecules emanating from the
particle surface create a physical barrier to agglomeration. The adsorbed layer opposes
the approach of neighboring particles both entropically and enthalpically11. Widegren
and Bergstrom12 have found that the control of the dispersion in nano sized powders
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becomes even more essential because even small perturbations in the interparticle forces
have drastic effects on the dispersion behavior. Due to the large available surface area of
nanoparticles, the key to effective dispersion lies in control of the chemistry at the
particle surface.
Particle Surface Modification
Shutzberg et al13 suggest that a typical problem leading to particle agglomeration is
incompatibility of the nanoparticles with the organic matrix and suggests organic
modification of the particle surface. One way to decrease the effect of attractive
interparticle forces and increase compatibility of the particles with the surrounding
polymer matrix is by grafting molecules that have an affinity for the surrounding polymer
(eg, similar miscibility parameters) onto the particle surface. Long chain molecules, such
as silane coupling agents, are often used in composite systems to not only form a steric
barrier around the particles to prevent reagglomeration by volume exclusion, but also to
react with the polymer matrix to improve interfacial adhesion.14 However, Fischer notes
that in a polymeric nanocomposite, even when a surface modification with favorable
miscibility with the surrounding matrix is utilized, complete dispersion can be difficult to
achieve due to confinement of the particle agglomerates by the polymer chains.15
Brinker and Scherer11 generalize that an effective barrier around particles to
enhance and stabilize the dispersion must meet certain guidelines. First, the surface of
the particle must be completely covered with the adsorbed molecules. Secondly, the
adsorbed molecule must be firmly anchored to the surface so that it cannot be desorbed
by Brownian motion. Thirdly, the layer must be thick enough so that the minimum
distance between approaching particles still remains well above that necessary for van der
Waals attractive forces to dominate. Finally, the end of the molecule that is not bonded
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to the particle surface must be miscible with the surrounding solvent, or covalently
bonded to the surrounding medium11. Effective engineering of the particle surface aids in
the stabilization of particles once interparticle separation has occurred, but cannot break
up existing aggregates. It has been noted in the literature that dispersion of nanoparticles
in a polymer matrix only by surface modification provides limited success without
utilizing other techniques.15 The addition of the appropriate surface chemistry is one
technique used to enhance particle dispersion, while mechanical mixing has also been
used in the literature to overcome the attractive van der Waals forces.
Mechanical Dispersion
Most recent studies have determined that mechanical dispersion methods alone are
not sufficient to disperse nanoparticles to primary size in a viscous medium such as a
polymer. However, many have utilized mechanical energy such as high speed
homogenizers, mixers, and sonication techniques. The objective of using such techniques
is to create eddy currents in the dispersing medium that provide dispersing energy or
shear forces on the appropriate length scale of the particle agglomerate to overcome the
interparticle van der Waals forces.16 Conversely, Yang and Dan17 have stated that
physical mixing alone may lead to increased separation into the discrete phases, rather
than promote particle dispersion. Ultrasonication or bath sonication are common
procedures used to physically break up agglomerates and overcome the van der Waals
attractive forces.
Several groups have used sonication methods to break up agglomerated
nanoparticles for incorporation into polymer matrices.18-19 However, it has been shown
that even high-power ultrasonication does not always break up all agglomerates found in
a suspension of nanoparticles.20 A number of researchers have combined techniques to
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provide the optimal level of particle dispersion. For example, Zhao and coworkers21 used
sonication and particle surface treatment combined for more effective dispersion of
carbon nanofibers in water. Lee, et al.22 also employed both physical and chemical
dispersion techniques for Fe2O3 nanoparticles. Many studies have been devoted to
finding an effective technique for optimal particle dispersion in a polymer matrix.
However, none are reported that have employed a quantitative measurement to define the
level of dispersion that has been attained by using those techniques.
According to the work of Kolmogoroff, the model of isotropic turbulence can be
employed for modeling the mixing process of particles in a fluid. Utilizing this model,
the mixing volume during processing is considered as a distribution of eddy currents of
various sizes, created by the energy input of the mixing technique (e.g.,
ultrasonication).23, 24 The larger eddies are slowly transformed into smaller ones at a
constant rate of energy dissipation until they are reduced to the smallest size, λ0, which is
called the inner turbulence scale, or eddy length scale.23, 24 The Kolmogoroff equation
can be written as
λ0 = (ρν3/εtot)

(1)

where ρ is the density of the mixture of particles in a liquid, ν is the kinematic viscosity
of the mixture, and εtot is the total energy input into the mixture with respect to the
mixture volume. A simple calculation reveals that for a low concentration of
nanoparticles (e.g., 0.5 wt%) dispersed in a low viscosity fluid (e.g., isopropanol), placed
in an ultrasonic processor at 250 W, the length scale of the eddy currents is still on the
millimeter scale.
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Dispersion Equations
Balek25 first defined an agglomeration parameter, A, in 1970 in order to evaluate
the degree of particle dispersion as follows:

A=

D
d

(2)

where D is the median particle aggregate diameter determined by sedimentation and d is
the mean primary particle diameter measured by the BET (Brunauer, Emmet and Teller)
method. Besides the fact that the particles are measured both in the liquid and dry states,
there are several limitations to this approach. First, the sedimentation technique assumes
that the particles or aggregates are spherical in shape, and also that an aggregate has a
constant density, which is not the case for a sometimes porous aggregate. The BET
technique assumes that the primary particle size distribution is monosize and that particle
size can be extracted from a measure of surface area alone. The agglomeration
parameter, A, was the first attempt to evaluate the degree of particle agglomeration, but
was not developed any further.
Liu, et al.26-27 proposed an aggregation equation based on the relative packing of
nanoparticles and the correlation of a dispersed particle system to that of particles
confined to a geometric regular lattice. They calculated the difference in particle spatial
distribution for eight regular lattices and three real particle distributions. They derived a
generalized equation for relating the average matrix ligament thickness (surface to
surface interparticle distance), T, to the average particle size (d), size distribution (σ),
volume fraction (φ) and spatial distribution factor (ξ) for a system containing spherical
particles obeying the log-normal distribution:
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It has been shown through simulation and experiment that previous models
proposed by Liu and coworkers are appropriate to describe a well-dispersed binary
composite system, but cannot describe a poorly dispersed system.26 The use of previous
equations includes the assumption that the particles form some kind of ordered spatial
lattice, which is seldom the case for a real composite material. Equation (3), however,
includes a spatial distribution parameter, ξ, to account for such deviations from geometric
lattice spacing of the particles in the matrix. Premphet and coworkers28 use equation (3)
to characterize the interparticle distance of rubber particles in a polypropylene matrix, but
found that the values obtained by experiment for a non-ideal system did not match well
with the theoretical model.
Other attempts to describe the spatial distribution of randomly dispersed particles
have been made. Gurland29 suggested an approach to quantifying dispersion with a
standard deviation (δn) of the particle spatial distribution in small composite areas,

δn =

1
N

N

∑ (n
i =1

i

− n)

2

(4)

where N is the number of samples, ni is the number of observed particles per unit volume
in the ith sample and n is the arithmetic mean of particles in N samples. The major
limitation to this approach is that the equation represents a simple variance in the number
of particles observed in a number of samples. It does not address the particle
agglomerate size or size distribution, or the change in spatial distribution over a large
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sample volume. Tanaka, et al.30-32 used the parameter, P, as the spatial distribution factor
to quantify dispersion. The value of P approaches one with increasing particle
dispersion,
M

P=

∑p
i =1

pi =

i

ln pi
(5)

⎛ 1 ⎞
ln⎜ ⎟
⎝M ⎠
bi

(6)

M

∑b
i =1

i

where M is the total number of grids (divisions) on a transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) micrograph, and bi is the particle area of the ith grid. This method involves
tedious counting of particles on a TEM micrograph and again does not address the
importance of particle agglomerate size or changes in spatial distribution on the macro
scale. The dispersion index developed by Suetsugo33 (1-Φa), where Φa is the area
fraction of agglomerates, is defined by:

Φa =

π

N

∑n D
4 Aφ
i =1

i

2
i

(7)

where A is the observed area, φ is the volume fraction of particles, Di is the agglomerate
diameter and ni is the number of agglomerates in the sample. The dispersion index
decreases to zero for maximum agglomeration and increases to one for maximum particle
dispersion. Although this parameter begins to address the importance of particle size and
arrangement within the sample volume as a measure of dispersion, the measurement
technique still utilizes TEM micrographs that only examine a very small fraction of the
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overall bulk sample. The equation also does not address the measurement of particle and
agglomerate spatial distribution.
Although some equations seem more valid than others, all of the proposed
dispersion indices employ measurements made by some microscopy technique, such as
SEM or TEM. This approach can be misleading as to the actual particle arrangement in
space27,34-35. It may be that the characterization of particle dispersion spans many length
scales, which cannot be fully characterized by a small sample area by microscopy
methods alone or just one calculated dispersion parameter.
Correlation of Dispersion with Material Properties
Mechanical Properties

It has been well documented that the degree of particle homogeneity has a great
affect on the resultant mechanical properties of the system. When nanoparticles
agglomerate into large clusters, the reinforcing effect is lost.36 Particle agglomerates
degrade the composite performance through the inclusion of voids that can act as
preferential sites for crack initiation and failure1 . For example, the findings of
Thompson and coworkers37suggest that the decrease in tensile properties from the neat
polyimide polymer after addition of metal oxide nanoparticles is indicative of poor
particle dispersion on the nanometer scale. Most studies in literature only address the
change in material properties with varied processing and little progress has been made to
control or quantify the state of particle dispersion. Complications arise when a simple
extrapolation of the design paradigms of conventional composites cannot be used to
predict the behavior of nanocomposites.38
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Optical Density

A nanocomposite material in which all of the nanoparticles are dispersed to
primary particle size displays optical properties in the visible range close to that of the
pure matrix material with no filler particles due to low levels of scattering by
nanoparticles. However, when particles agglomerate to sizes that are comparable to the
wavelength of visible light, high levels of light scattering occur and the optical density
decreases.39 Thus, the change in particle agglomerate size as it relates to dispersion has
been related to the degree of particle homogeneity in a polymer nanocomposite. For
example, Shang, et al.40 correlated the high transparency of their polyimide composites to
the compatibility of the SiO2 particles to the polymer matrix, thus providing good
dispersion. Vandervorst and coworkers41 qualitatively related the visual appearance of
several Latex-SWNT (single wall nanotube) composites of varied levels of dispersion.
The worst dispersions (as viewed by microscopy) appeared to have the lowest level of
transparency.
Molecular Modeling of Nanocomposite Dispersion

In order to gain a better understanding of polymer-particle interactions and the
mechanism of nanoparticle agglomeration in polymer matrices, molecular modeling and
simulations have been attempted to further comprehend nanocomposite dispersion.
These molecular dynamics simulations utilize the correlation between polymer matrix
effects with the overall particle dispersion. Smith and coworkers42 have found that
nanoparticle agglomeration increases with polymer molecular weight for composite
samples containing weak polymer-nanoparticle interactions. This finding becomes
significant specifically for fillers that are not covalently bonded to the polymer and have
a high molecular weight matrix material. It has also been observed that when the
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polymer-particle interactions are strong, as seen with chemical bonds created by particle
surface modification (eg, silane coupling agents), the molecular weight effect becomes
insignificant.
Starr, et al.43 take a different approach to molecular modeling by investigating the
thermodynamics of particle clustering and the mechanisms involved in agglomeration.
However, they arrived at the same conclusions as Smith and coworkers.42 By observing
changes in potential energy of interparticle interactions with respect to volume fraction,
they determined a boundary between a dispersed and non-dispersed system.
It has been shown through the simulation of simple liquids, which are far from the
case of a viscous polymer melt or resin, that the potential energy is strongly sensitive to
local packing of the particles. The Starr group, as well as others42, 44-45, also utilized the
structure factor, S(q) and the pair correlation function, g(r), for an explicit measure of
long and short range ordering of the particles as it relates to particle dispersion. Brechet45
also describes the sensitivity of the nearest neighbor distribution to particle
agglomeration. However, this approach has little practical application outside of
modeled systems due to mathematical complexities. Although these simulations come
closer to an explicit value of dispersion than empirical work, the practical uses of these
results are limiting due to the extremely simplified modeled composite systems. Hooper,
et al.46 reviewed the progress of modeling techniques for polymer nanocomposites and
have found that most work still focuses on dilute polymer systems and the one or twoparticle problem. However, from understanding the models for dispersion measurements
derived previously, it is clear that characterization methods that probe the real composite
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material on a wide range of length scales are better suited to determine the degree of
homogeneity of the system.
Light Scattering
Background

Light scattering, also known as laser diffraction, has been used for many years to
characterize the size, shape, and orientation of particles. Generally, light scattering is the
most common method of particle sizing.47 The study of the scattering of light from
matter was most advanced by Gustav Mie in 1908, when he published his groundbreaking article that provided an exact solution for the scattering of radiation from a
dielectric sphere in a medium.48 It is suggested that this work stems from the study of
colloidal gold suspensions by his student.49 This study lead to the term “Mie scattering”,
which is used to describe all scattering of radiation by spherical and non-spherical
particles in a certain size range. It is important to note that the analysis presented in
Mie’s paper is restricted to particle sizes up to 0.18 μm, possibly suggesting the
connection between the colloidal gold work and Mie’s paper. After 1908, Gustav Mie
published several more papers, but nothing more on light scattering of particles.49
Light scattering occurs due to the gradient of refractive index (electron density)
between the particle and the embedding medium (polymer). The refractive index may be
a function of incident radiation, temperature, or pressure. If the material is nonabsorbent
and nonmagnetic, then the square of the refractive index is equal to the dielectric constant
at that wavelength. For absorbing materials, the complex refractive index, m = n(1 - ik),
is related to the absorptive index, k, where the real term describes the refraction and the
imaginary terms describes the absorption.50 If the particles and polymer have the same
refractive index, the particles would appear to vanish because there would theoretically
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be no scattering of light, which is called index matching. The greater the refractive index
gradient, the greater the particle scattering. The scattering power (I(q)), or scattering
intensity per unit time and volume, is dependent on the ratio of the refractive indices of
the particle and surrounding medium. For this reason, high refractive index particles
have been chosen for this study (see Chapter three) to achieve high scattering resolution.
Any laser diffraction instrument uses the angular dependent scattering pattern
(scattered intensities) of particles in a dispersing medium to calculate the particle size
distribution. A commercial instrument usually includes a proprietary software package
that solves the inverse Mie problem to mathematically invert the scattering matrix data in
order to calculate particle size distribution (see Appendix B). Generally, large particles
scatter strongly and principally to smaller angles while smaller particles scatter weakly at
much larger angles.47 The relative terms small and large depend solely on the
wavelength of the incident radiation.
Light scattering has been cited by many researchers as a meaningful technique to
characterize the degree of dispersion of particles embedded in a matrix material. McNeil
and coworkers51 state that light scattering can be strongly influenced by inhomogeneities
in the random microstructure, such as particle aggregation and agglomeration.
Specifically, Schnaiter and Wurm52 reported that light scattering is a powerful technique
to characterize dust aggregates. Schaefer and coworkers19 also utilized light scattering to
characterize silica dispersion in a rubber matrix. Wiggins, et al.53 used optical light
scattering in the Rayleigh regime (particles small compared to the wavelength of the light
source) to calculate a bunching parameter, exp(− iθ ) , which is an indication of the

density change of particles in the scattering volume over time with respect to the
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scattering angle, θ. This type of measurement may be correlated with dispersion
homogeneity, however, there are several limitations of this technique. The Rayleigh
scattering theory assumes a monosized distribution of particles and no multiple
scattering. The measurement does not account for particle settling due to agglomeration
and is not suited for stationary particles embedded in a matrix.
The dispersion state can be monitored by light scattering because a particle
agglomerate made of many primary particles will scatter light as a single, larger particle.
Interparticle interactions also play a role in the scattering pattern when scattered radiation
overlaps due to the small interparticle distance51, 54-55. Although light scattering has been
used for many years to measure changes particle size and size distribution, the efforts to
relate that information to a quantitative measure of dispersion have provided little
practical relevance.
Particle Size Measurement

In the literature, very few groups have used static light scattering to measure
particle size in a solid polymer matrix. Gao and Wu56 used a commercial particle sizing
instrument by modifying the small volume sample holder of the Coulter LS 230 laser
diffraction instrument. Others have chosen build their own static light scattering
instrument to measure particle size52, 57-65. It was shown in all studies that custom-built
optical equipment can be flexible enough to measure the scattering characteristics in any
desired configuration, but also precise enough to deliver meaningful measurements
through careful instrument calibration and measurement.
Although none of the authors mentioned in the light scattering section attempt to
calculate a quantitative dispersion index from light scattering data, almost all mention the
ability to characterize a change in the particle conformation, or the fluctuation in mixture
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homogeneity. Many also combine the results from laser light scattering to that of small
angle x-ray scattering to characterize a wider range of length scales66- 67.
Small Angle and Ultra Small Angle X-ray Scattering

The scattering of x-rays from a radiation source incident on an array of scatterers
(particles) occurs due to the difference in electron densities between the particles and the
surrounding medium, which is defined as the number of electrons per unit volume.68 The
greater the difference in electron density, the greater the scattering of the incident
radiation (scattering power). Small angle and ultra small angle x-ray scattering are
governed by the same fundamental laws of electromagnetic interactions with matter as
with light and neutron scattering.69 The difference between light scattering and x-ray
scattering is the wavelength of the radiation used. A typical x-ray source consists of a
1.54 Ǻ wavelength Cu Kα target for a conventional system. The scattering pattern of xray radiation from an array of particles can provide meaningful information on the
relative arrangement, particle size, and microstructure of the particles that are probed. As
with any scattering measurement, the scattered intensity contains contributions from
intra- and interparticle spacing and arrangement.70 The effects of interparticle scattering
can be reduced by using a low concentration or dilute solution of scatterers.
Small angle x-ray scattering is a widely used technique to determine size, shape,
and internal structure of colloidal particles in the 1-100 nm range.70 In order to analyze
data from any scattering technique, the scattering intensity (I(q)) with respect to the wave
vector, q, can be divided into three distinct regions corresponding to specific hierarchical
length scales probed in a sample. These regions are represented by knees in the log-log
plot of I(q) vs. q. At high q values, primary particle size and size distribution can be
obtained (Figure 2-1), regardless of the agglomeration of the particles in the matrix, due
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to the small probe size of the technique. In the mid-q range, particle agglomerates or
aggregates in the micron size range can be probed. The lowest q values probe the largest
of the particle agglomerates.71 Koga and coworkers72 used the different scattering
regimes from USAXS and SAXS data to characterize the hierarchical structures formed
by carbon black filler particles in a rubber matrix (Figure 2-1). Others have also used this
technique for morphology characterization of embedded nanoparticles73. The probing of
various length scales in the composite sample is believed to be the best approach to
dispersion characterization by addressing agglomeration from the nano to micron size
range.

primary particle

aggregate

agglomerate

Figure 2-1. Diagram of the hierarchical structures of particles that can be probed with
light and x-ray scattering measurements at different length scales, or q values.
X ray Data Analysis

Historically, x-ray data analysis has been carried out by using approximations of
particle size based on the shape of the curve in different regions of the I(q) vs. q plot.
These classical techniques are presented with the recognition that a more modern
approach to data analysis is available through the use of modeling software. For the most
ideal case of a monodisperse, homogeneous and isotropic dispersion of spherical particles
in a medium, the general form of the scattering intensity equation can be written as74

I (q ) = NP (q) S (q )

(8)

where N is the number of particles in the array, P(q) is the form factor that describes
intraparticle scattering and S(q) is the structure factor describing interparticle scattering.
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The Guinier regime

In the Guinier regime of q values, the scattered intensity is used to determine the radius
of gyration (radius of an equivalent sphere), Rg, of the particle agglomerates.73 The
scattered intensities in this region can be generated from either light scattering, USAXS ,
or ultra small neutron scattering (USANS) data. These techniques probe very small q
values that correspond to large sizes in real space, dependent on the wavelength (λ) of the
probe radiation, where q =

4π

⎛θ ⎞
sin ⎜ ⎟ . The following Guinier law holds for the region
λ
⎝2⎠

of approximately I(q)/I(0) < 4/3 according to Guinier.75
⎧⎪ − Rg2 q 2 ⎫⎪
I (q ) = I (0 ) exp ⎨
⎬
⎪⎩ 3 ⎪⎭

(9)

The radius of gyration, Rg is defined as the radius of a sphere with the same mass and the
same moment of inertia as the object under consideration76. It is related to the correlation
length ξ of the particle agglomerates by77:

[

R g = D f (D f + 1) / 2

]

1/ 2

ξ

(10)

where Df is the fractal dimension as determined from the power law regime. Chaker and
coworkers77 assert that the correlation length is the best estimate of the average interagglomerate distance. Glatter and Kratky68 report in their extended review of SAXS
theory and practice that the Guinier formula holds surprisingly well in the majority of
particle size and shape cases. However, this technique does not address the distribution
of particle sizes present in a composite sample, nor the spatial distribution of those
particles.
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The power-law regime

The boundary between the Guinier and power law regime was defined by Dobbins
and Megaridis first in 199178, although many describe the boundary as where the log-log
plot of I(q) vs. q displays a power-law decay. This value can be compared to the
crossover point suggested by Sorenson.75 The power law regime describes the mass or
surface fractal scaling at the particular structural level corresponding to the probed q
value.79 The fractal dimension, Df, falls in the range 1 < Df < 3. A value of three
corresponds to a sphere while a value of one corresponds to a rod where the mass is
proportional to the length. Fractal morphologies are often found for particles made by
aerosol techniques between the primary particle size and aggregate size.66
The table below elucidates some of the values of the fractal dimension to be
expected from certain types of aggregation mechanisms, although these values can vary.
Chaker, et al.77 found a fractal dimension of 2.45 for silica in a PPO network and
proposed a particle-cluster growth mechanism, which implies that the primary particles
were in a random walk configuration in the viscous matrix and stick to form a growing
aggregate. Schaefer and coworkers19 also found a fractal dimension of 2.5 for nano-silica
dispersed in a rubber matrix, which they describe as a “bunch of grapes” morphology.
They also suggest that an optimal fractal dimension (high or low) can be tailored based
on the model of reinforcement chosen in a given particle-polymer system. In light of
these suggested results, there is still much debate on the correlation of fractal dimension
and the state of particle dispersion. The change in material properties with respect to
changes in aggregate and agglomerate morphology (shape) has not been established.
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Table 2-1. Several cases of mass-fractal power law scattering
Mass fractal structures
Power Law slope
Multiparticle diffusion limited aggregate
-1.8
Percolation cluster
-2.5
Diffusion limited aggregate
-2.5
A Unified Fit model

Beacuage and coworkers have developed a unified approach to small angle
scattering by combining both the Guinier and power-law regions into one equation that
only requires the same parameters that are used in the fitting equations for the separate
regimes.67 He terms this combined region as one structural level that more clearly
defines the limits of both regimes to more appropriately calculate Rg and Df. It is also
claimed that the unified approach provides an accurate model for the scattering behavior
for mass fractals, surface fractals, and diffuse interfacial scattering.67 However, it still
does not provide any information about the distribution of particle sizes or the spatial
distribution of the particles.
The Porod regime

The boundary between the power law regime and the Porod regime is characterized
by a change in slope, or “knee” in the scattering data. Several have used the relation q =
2π/a at the slope change as an exact location for the calculation of the radius of the
primary particles, a. Hasmy and coworkers80 suggest that the crossover is highly affected
by the polydispersity of the primary particles and must be accounted for, such that

qc =

2π

λ

(1 − 1.6σ )
eff

(11)

where qc is the crossover q value between the Porod and power law regime and σeff is the
effective polydispersity of the particles (σ/a), where a is the radius of the primary
particles.
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The “final slope”, as termed by Porod in 1965, is expected to reflect the fine
structure of the particle.68 The limiting behavior of scattered intensities at large q values,
known as Porod’s law, predicts a decrease in the intensity proportional to the reciprocal
fourth power of s:
I (s ) =

Kp
s4

(12)

where Kp is the power law constant and s = 2sin(θ/2)/λ (differs from q by 2π). The
determination of Kp is of interest because it relates to certain structural parameters of the
system.81 It has been generally assumed that a slope of -4 in the Porod regime indicates a
sharp interface (smooth surface) between the particle and surrounding medium, but it has
also been shown that a partially sharp boundary was sufficient to see the Porod-type
behavior.82 The Porod evaluation of the final slope of the scattering intensity plot reveals
the size of primary particles and the morphology of the interface, however, it does not
provide a distribution of primary particle sizes or the distance between those particles.
Scattering Techniques for Dispersion Measurements

Berriot, et al. in 200383 came very close to reporting a quantitative measure of the
state of dispersion of nanosized fillers in an elastomer matrix. They used a ratio of the
scattered intensity of a highly concentrated system to that of a very dilute system, which
is directly related to the structure factor of the particles, which accounts for the
interagglomerate scattering. However, no direct conclusions on a quantitative measure of
particle dispersion could be drawn from their work. In 2005, Causin and coworkers84
also attempted to provide a quantitative dispersion measurement, which consisted of a
comparison of parameters between SAXS and TEM techniques. This particular study
used clay nanocomposite samples, which included the added complexity of high aspect
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ratio particles that stack together in tactoids, with very small inter-layer distances. Good
agreement was achieved between SAXS and TEM measurements with respect to size of
the clay nanoparticle cluster size and inter-layer spacing (ratio close to 1), although no
statistical data was reported.
Microscopy

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) are both very common methods of obtaining qualitative information about the
dispersion of particles in a polymer matrix. Many of the studies mentioned here have
used microscopy in some way to verify the results from various scattering techniques,
such as primary particle size or average aggregate or agglomerate size. 62, 85, 72, 76
However, some claim that there are many drawbacks to using microscopy. Beaucage and
coworkers85 assert that TEM, although widely applicable, is very tedious and subjective.
Later, Hyeon-Lee et al.66 mention that TEM is quite useful in the measurement of
primary particle size, but is very difficult to obtain a statistically meaningful size
distribution. They also suggest that measurement of anything beyond the primary
particle size, such as aggregates or agglomerate structure is very complex due to overlap
in three dimensions of particle structures. Scattering techniques are known to provide
more accurate measurements of size parameters by measuring over a wide range of
scattering vectors, and thus a wider range of length scale.
ASTM Standard for Dispersion of Carbon Black in Rubber

ASTM standard D2663-9586 describes the current standard test method used to
determine the degree of dispersion of nanoparticles in a polymer, specifically carbon
black in a rubber matrix. The test consists of three different methods- visual inspection,
quantitative count of agglomerates, and microroughness measurement. The visual
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inspection test consists of looking at several cut rubber samples with a hand lens or low
power microscope and comparing the dispersion on a scale of one to five. Five has 99%
dispersed carbon black with one having 70% dispersed particles. One can only imagine
the amount of subjectivity involved in this sort of test, considering the low resolution of a
hand lens or even an optical microscope. The second method involves the inspection of
microtomed sections of the rubber composite sample under a light microscope. The total
number of agglomerates 5 μm or larger are counted, and the total percentage of
agglomerates below this critical agglomerate size is calculated and expressed as the
percentage of carbon black dispersed. The final test consists of a microroughness
measurement using an instrument called a Dispersion Analyzer, which is available from
the Federal Products Corporation. This instrument consists of a specimen holder, sample
cutter, and specimen tracking mount. The stylus of the instrument traces across the cut
sample surface, which is mounted on a vibration isolator. The measurements are taken
and a dispersion index is calculated based on three constants that have been previously
determined for the specific material. This instrument can be described as a crude
precursor to the present-day Atomic Force Micrsocope (AFM). The limitations of this
type of technique are that many artifacts can be generated by probing a cut polymer
surface. Deformations and particle pullout can all contribute to artificial changes in the
morphology of the surface, leading to unreliable results.
The measurement standard also makes the claim that important physical properties
are “significantly influenced” by the percentage of carbon black dispersed, such as
abrasion resistance, tensile strength and fatigue life. These properties are said to correlate
with the agglomerate count and microroughness results in the following manner:
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Dispersion, %
Above 99
97 to 99
95 to 97
92 to 95
Below 92

Classification
Very High
High
Intermediate
Low
Very low

This test method has been applied to other systems in the literature with little
accuracy34, 87. In the study by Pötschke and coworkers34, all of the samples of multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNT) embedded in a polycarbonate (PC) matrix earned a
dispersion index rating of 100% using the agglomerate counting method described above.
The PC-MWNT samples were observed under an optical microscope to assess the
dispersion of filler particles that are on the order of 12-16nm in diameter. Upon close
inspection of the SEM and TEM micrographs presented in this work (Figure 2-2),
it is obvious that this method of dispersion quantification is not adequate.
In 1995, Ganesan, et al.4 attempted to improve upon the ASTM standard to
describe the dispersion of carbon black in rubber by use of an image processing
technique. This method uses digitally pixilated images with calculated grayscale
tolerances to determine the texture of the micrographs, taken at a magnification of 30X.
Quantitative measures were calculated from these digitized images, including the
statistical weighted mean and variance from the ideal dispersed case. The weighted mean
was plotted against a dispersion rating for a straight-line relationship. There has been no
further use of this particular image analysis technique in the literature, although others
have tried, unsuccessfully, this same approach to quantify dispersion35. Park and
Balatinecz35 proposed a mixing index value that describes the deviation from an ideal
random mixture. This approach of comparing the measured dispersion to an ideal
random mixture provides a good starting point to the techniques developed in this study.
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However, using low magnification micrographs to investigate dispersion on the nano
scale is physically impossible due to the resolution issues.

Figure 2-2. Transmission electron micrographs of PC–MWNT composites: (a) 5 wt.%
MWNT, (b) 5 wt.% MWNT, (c) 2 wt.% MWNT (d) 1 wt.% MWNT.
Scope of Proposed Research

The quantification of particle dispersion in a composite material has been intensely
studied in recent years, yet there are still many challenges in providing a meaningful
measure of homogeneity that spans the relevant length scales. Molecular modeling
cannot provide a theoretical solution due to the complexities of a dense polymer melt and
interparticle interactions. Microscopy has proven useful to characterize dispersion on a
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small length scale, but has fallen short of long range measurements on a three
dimensional scale. Scattering techniques have been shown to provide information about
particle size distribution and agglomeration of nanoparticles for the various hierarchies of
length scale. It is clear from the literature review that one parameter to describe
nanoparticle homogeneity is not sufficient and one processing technique cannot provide
optimal particle dispersion. The objective of this study is to investigate the effects of
various processing techniques on the homogeneity of nanoparticle dispersion in
polymeric nanocomposites by using scattering techniques and to quantify the degree of
dispersion with parameters reflecting changes at all relevant length scales.

CHAPTER 3
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Nanoparticles

The nanoparticle system chosen for this study consists of a multi-phase titanium
dioxide commercial dry powder. The particles are made up of 80% anatase and 20%
rutile crystal structures. The particles are manufactured by the Aerosil flame synthesis
process at Degussa Corporation and are used primarily for photocatalytic applications,
but may also be used as a heat stabilizer for silicone rubber (www.degussa.com). The
flame synthesis process by which the particles are manufactured produces particle
aggregates (primary particles held together by covalent bonds) and primary particle
agglomerates, which are primary particles and aggregates that are loosely bound by van
der Waals forces (Figure 3-1). The primary particle size measured by scanning electron
microscopy and small angle x-ray measurements is approximately 25-30 nm in diameter
(Figures 3-2 and 3-3). The size distribution of the P25 titania powder dispersed in
alcohol media was also measured by dynamic light scattering on the UPA 150
(Microtrac) commercial particle sizing instrument and is log-normal (Figure 3-4). The
size distribution of agglomerates in the as-received dry powder was measured by laser
diffraction on the dry powder module of the LS 13320 (Coulter) commercial particle
sizing instrument (Figure 3-5). The average particle agglomerate size in the dry state was
approximately 10 μm.
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The optical properties of the particles were estimated by using a generic mixing
rule of the weighted anatase and rutile phases of TiO2 as follows

(RI )R (Weight

fraction

)R + (RI ) A (Weight

fraction

)A

= RI particles

(1)

where R represents the rutile phase, A represents the anatase phase and RI is the refractive
index. Exact optical properties of materials at the wavelength of interest are difficult to
obtain from the literature, however, values at the wavelength of interest were extrapolated
form the work of McNeil and French.54

Figure 3-1. Scanning electron micrograph of the Degussa P25 TiO2 powder. The powder
was mounted on carbon tape in the dry state, coated with amorphous carbon to
prevent charging and imaged in as-received form.
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Figure 3-2. Scanning electron micrograph of dispersed TiO2 primary particles and small
aggregates imaged on carbon tape (background). An example of a primary
particle is circled.
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Figure 3-3. Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) derived particle size distribution of
Degussa P25 titania primary particles. The mean primary particle size is
shown to be approximately 25 nm in diameter.
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Figure 3-4. Log-normal particle size distribution of the Degussa P25 titania particles
dispersed in alcohol media, measured by dynamic light scattering.
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Figure 3-5. Agglomerated log-normal particle size distribution measured by the dry
powder module of the Coulter LS 13320 laser diffraction instrument. The
average particle agglomerate diameter is 10 μm.
Polymer Matrix

The matrix polymer for the composite material used in this study is a two-part
thermoset epoxy based on a viscous resin and room temperature hardener. The resin is
manufactured as EPON 828, which is a Bisphenol A diglycidyl ether (DGEBA). This
type of resin makes up approximately 75% of the epoxy market. The industrial
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applications of this resin include adhesives, coatings, electronic and structural materials,
and composites (www.miller-stephenson.com/aero_005.htm). Some properties of the
epoxy resin are shown in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1. Material properties of the epoxy resin.
Viscosity at 25˚C MW per epoxide
EPON 828 110-150 P
185-192
The hardener for this resin is a poly(oxypropylene)diamine, also known as
Jeffamine D230 (Huntsman). This low molecular weight (~230 g/mol) cross linker was
used specifically so that the particles have maximum mobility to disperse within the
curing epoxy matrix. This amine terminated polyether cross links the epoxy resin by
breaking the epoxyide rings and sharing of the amine group to form a three-dimensional
network (Figure 3-8). The hardener was applied in this study without the use of a
catalyst. The optical properties information for this epoxy is also rather difficult to find
in the literature, however Thiele and French have done extensive modeling of rutile
titania particles embedded in a cured epoxy.55

Figure 3-6. Structure of DGEBA and the repeat unit. The reactive epoxide groups are
highlighted in red.

Figure 3-7. Structure of Jeffamine D230 and the repeat unit.
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Figure 3-8. Diagram showing how an amine functionalized hardener attached the
reactive epoxide groups and cross-links the epoxy chains to form a thermoset
material.
Table 3-2. Optical properties of the cured epoxy polymer.
Wavelength Refractive Index Source
Epoxy
560nm
1.514
Thiele and French (1998)
Particle Surface Treatment- Silane Coupling Agent

Two surface treatments were used to enhance dispersion by making the particles
more compatible with the surrounding polymer. A silane coupling agent functions to
bind both to the functional group of the polymer (in this case, the epoxide rings) and also
the surface hydroxyl groups of the particle. In this way, the coupling agent provides a
covalent bond between the particle and polymer, thus favoring particle dispersion over
the dominant interparticle van der Waals attractive forces that promote particle
agglomeration. The silane coupling agents chosen for this study are aminoethyl
aminopropyltriethoxysilane (Gelest) and aminopropyltriethoxysilane (Gelest), both used
the amine functionality available to bond to the epoxy polymer chains (Figure 3-9). The
triethoxy-type silane coupling agents have been shown in the literature to effectively
increase the compatibility of the metal oxide particle surface with the surrounding
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polymer,. 88 Specifically, Zhu and coworkers18 used the amine functional molecules
attached to carbon nanotubes to form a covalent bond between the particles and the
surrounding epoxy polymer. Also, Shutzberg, et al.13 used a series of silane coupling
agents to increase the compatibility of BaTiO3 nanoparticles with an epoxy matrix. Also,
Choi and coworkers utilized a silane coupling agent to increase the adhesion between
ferrite particles and the epoxy matrix.89
The coupling agent bonds to the titania surface first by hydrolysis of the silane.
Next, a condensation reaction proceeds to form hydroxyl groups on the silane, and finally
hydrogen bonding takes place with the hydroxyl groups that are present on the particle
surface to form a physical bond. Finally, water is eliminated and the siloxane bonds are
left between the epoxy and particle surface. The kinetics of these reactions are highly
dependent on the pH of the solution.11 The hydroxyl groups are present on the surface of
the particles due to atmospheric conditions such as humidity.

Figure 3-9. Schematic showing the two silane coupling agents used in this study: APTES
(A) and AEAPTMS (B). The APTES is shown bound to the particle surface
through bonding with the surface hydroxyl groups.
Methods
Nanocomposite Formulation

The composite samples were prepared in order to obtain four distinct dispersion
states, using 0.5 wt% TiO2 nanoparticles by weight. It was shown in previous chapters
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that 0.5 wt% nanoparticles was sufficient to observe improvements in the material
properties of the composite material. The undispersed sample was prepared by the most
basic processing techniques commonly used to produce a nanocomposite material, and is
highly agglomerated. The fractionated sample, on the other hand, represents the highest
level of nanoparticle dispersion that was achieved in this study. The methodologies used
to create these samples involved the manipulation of surface chemistry and physical
mixing. The development of the methodologies to produce the fractionated
nanocomposite sample involved the selection of the appropriate solvent and surface
modification for optimal particle dispersion. The processing techniques used to fabricate
each sample are summarized in Table 3-3, and a detailed description is provided
subsequently.
Table 3-3. Summary of processing techniques used to fabricate each nanocomposite
sample with varied levels of particle dispersion.
Sample
Mixing Ultrasonication
Surface Treatment
Solvent Dispersion
Undispersed
Yes
No
No
No
Ultrasonicated Yes
Yes
No
No
Surface
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Treated
Fractionated
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Four levels of particle dispersion

The undispersed sample with the highest degree of agglomeration was prepared by
simply mixing the epoxy resin (EPON 828), curing agent (Jeffamine D230), and the
appropriate amount of titania nanoparticles (Table 3-4) in a polypropylene container.
The three components were mixed at 60 rpm with a homogenizer for approximately five
minutes and degassed for 45 minutes to one hour under reduced pressure to eliminate
bubbles in the polymer-particle mixture that were formed during mixing. The silicone
mold was then placed on a clean glass plate and pressed down to remove all entrapped air
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underneath the mold and to ensure planar samples. The epoxy-nanoparticle mixture was
poured slowly into the individual 1 mm deep wells, and a microscope slide was used
horizontally to level off the top of the wells to eliminate any epoxy overflow and ensure
proper filling of each individual well. Any extra epoxy mixture was removed from the
silicone mold before curing. The cast polymer in the mold was placed into an oven at
58° for at least 12 hours to guarantee complete cross-linking of the polymer. After cure,
the nanocomposite samples were easily released from the silicone molds and cut with a
scissors or blade into the desired shape for characterization.
The silicone mold was made from a two-part mixture of T2 Silastic (Dow Corning)
base resin and curing agent. The silicone base resin was mixed in a 10:1 weight ratio
with the curing agent. A typical batch mix consisted of 100g of the base resin and 10g of
the curing agent. The mixture was hand stirred thoroughly (approximately four to five
minutes) and degassed under vacuum until little or no visible bubbles remained. A glass
plate and several 1mm-thick microscope glass slides were cleaned with ethanol and
surface treated with hexamethyldisilazane (Gelest) by vapor deposition or swiping with a
Kimwipe. This surface treatment was used to prevent adhesion of the silicone to the
glass substrate once cured. The treated microscope slides were placed on the treated
glass plate with approximately one inch space in between each slide. Stacks of
microscope slides may be attached to the outer perimeter of the glass plate by doublesided tape to prevent overflow of the silicone over the plate and to determine the final
thickness of the mold.
The degassed silicone mixture was poured slowly over the glass plate and slides,
starting in one corner of the plate and taking care not to trap air under the poured silicone.
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A second glass plate was cleaned and treated with hexamethyldisilazane and placed
carefully on top of the silicone, starting by angling the plate onto one side and slowly
lowering onto the silicone to avoid trapping excess air in the mold. A weight (~5 lbs.)
was placed on top of the upper glass plate to keep the entire set-up in place during cure.
The silicone elastomer may be left to cure overnight at room temperature or more rapidly
cured at 50-60° for 3-4 hours. The silicone was then pulled off of the glass plates after
cure and the glass microscope slides removed to reveal the indentations (wells) left in the
mold. A razor blade was used to cut the overall mold into the desired size.
The silicone mold was placed on a glass plate (with indentations exposed) and the
polymer-nanoparticle mixture was cast into the 1mm thick wells as described above.
This procedure yielded 1mm thick nanocomposite films of varied nanoparticle
dispersion. The state of particle dispersion was then characterized by scattering
measurements.
The ultrasonicated sample was systematically formulated to contain particle
agglomerates that are smaller than the undispersed sample by adding a mechanism for
physical dispersion of the loosely bound agglomerates in a reduced viscosity
environment. The sample was fabricated by adding the titania nanoparticles first to the
low viscosity (9 mPa·s, 25˚C) curing agent (Jeffamine D230) and ultrasonicating the
mixture at maximum power (250W) for 30 minutes in a cool water (20˚C) bath. The
instrument used was a cup-horn type ultrasonic processor with a circulating bath. The
particle-curing agent mixture was added to the epoxy resin and mixed by a homogenizer
and cured as in the preparation of the undispersed sample.
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The surface treated sample includes the physical dispersion mechanism as
described in the ultrasonicated sample preparation, but also includes a silane coupling
agent covalently bonded to the titania surface, prior to the mixing step. The
aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) coupling agent, was chosen to decrease the surface
energy of the particle surface to make it more compatible with the surrounding polymer,
and also to provide a covalent bond between the particle surface and polymer for
additional cross-link density. The titania nanoparticles were first added to the curing
agent (Jeffamine D230) and ultrasonicated at maximum power for 25 minutes as
described for the ultrasonicated sample. Next, 1mL of the APTES silane coupling agent
( or 2% by weight) was added to the dispersed particles and further ultrasonicated at
maximum power for five minutes. The epoxy resin (EPON 828) was then added and
mixed at 60rpm with a homogenizer until the nanoparticles were completely incorporated
into the resin. The polymer was then degassed, cast into the silicone mold and cured as
described previously.
Table 3-4. Summary of components used to fabricate nanocomposite samples for
undispersed, ultrasonicated, and surface treated samples.
0.5 wt% TiO2
EPON® 828
29.1 g
Jeffamine D230 8.19 g
APTES
1 mL
TiO2 particles
0.187 g
The fractionated sample preparation yielded the optimal particle dispersion
achieved in this study by employing physical and chemical dispersion techniques used in
the previous three samples, in addition to a solvent mixture (acetone and isopropanol) to
enhance particle wetting and dispersion. First, the dried titania nanoparticles were
weighed and divided equally into 50mL capacity round-bottom Teflon centrifuge tubes.
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Each centrifuge tube contained less than 0.5g nanoparticles. A 60/40% vol/vol mixture
of acetone and isopropanol was added to completely fill the centrifuge tubes. The
rationale for the solvent mixture is presented in the following section. The particle
agglomerates were then physically dispersed using a high power cup-horn type ultrasonic
processor for one hour at maximum power (250W) by rotating each individual centrifuge
tube into the ultrasonicator for 4-5 minutes each. The particle/solvent mixture
temperature was regulated by a water bath at 20ºC. It was determined through
experimentation that one hour ultrasonication time resulted in the smallest
aggregate/agglomerate size as measured by dynamic light scattering with no apparent
fragmentation of the particles or inducing any unwanted chemical changes to the polymer
matrix due to degradation.90
When ultrasonication was applied, the loosely bound agglomerates were broken.
The good wetting characteristics of the solvent molecules with the particle surface aided
the ultrasonication technique and enhanced dispersion. The lower viscosity of the solvent
as compared to the hardener (used as dispersant in other samples) increased particle
wetting simply by reducing viscous forces that oppose wetting. In addition, the cohesive
energy density difference may be lower for the solvent-particle system as compared to
the hardener-particle mixture (Ec information could not be found for Jeffamine D230
hardener).
A bimodal particle size distribution was obtained from the ultrasonicated
nanoparticles by dynamic light scattering (Figure 3-11), which shows the large aggregate
size fraction remaining in the solvent mixture on the right side of the distribution, while
the small size fraction consists of the dispersed particles (broken agglomerates). The
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average particle size obtained from this distribution was approximately 280 nm diameter.
The solvent aided in the dispersion of the nanoparticles through ultrasonication
techniques by reducing viscosity and increasing wetting, making the VDW barrier easier
to overcome.
After ultrasonication, the centrifuge tubes were placed immediately into a high
speed centrifuge (Beckman, model J2-21) that was outfitted with a carbon fiber
reinforced rotor (FiberLite, model F13-14x50cy). The samples were centrifuged for ten
minutes at 5000 rpm to settle out any hard agglomerates that remained undispersed after
ultrasonication. The supernatant was removed by pipette after centrifugation and
transferred into a 200 mL round flask. The sedimented particles were recovered, dried
and weighed to determine the weight fraction of particles in the nanocomposite by the
following equation:
particle loading =

(Wtotal − Wdried )
× 100
(Wtotal − Wdried ) + WEPON + WJeffa min e

(2)

where W is weight of the nanoparticles, polymer resin (EPON) or curing agent
(Jeffamine). After sedimentation (Figure 3-12), the particle size distribution was
measured again by dynamic light scattering (Figure 3-13). The average particle size
decreased dramatically to 50 nm, indicating that the majority of the particles remained
dispersed to primary particle size (~30 nm).
The supernatant was agitated by a magnetic stir bar at a speed of 300rpm. The
silane coupling agent, aminoethyl aminopropyltrimethoxy silane (AEAPTMS) was
directly added dropwise to the flask in the amount of 100μL with further stirring for at
least 15 minutes. The silane coupling agent (AEAPTMS) reacted by covalent bonding to
the hydroxyl groups present on the particle surface. The supernatent was left to age for
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24 hours to verify that reagglomeration was prevented by surface modification. The
particle size distribution was measured once again and the average size increased slightly
to 55 nm, indicating that the treated nanoparticles remained dispersed to near primary
particle size (Figure 3-14). The rationale for this behavior is that the silane groups
provided a physical steric barrier to approaching nanoparticles and provided a larger
interparticle distance in solution than the long range effects of VDW attractive forces.
The three amine groups present at the end of the silane groups repelled each other mainly
by similar dipole-dipole interactions.
The epoxy resin and curing agent were added to the flask in the ratio 3.55:1 (by
weight) and stirred with a homogenizer at 60 rpm until the resin was completely
solubilized in the particulate suspension. The flask was next affixed to a rotary
evaporator (RotaVAP, Buchi) and rotated at 125 rpm with a fixed water bath temperature
of 60°C. The solvent was completely evaporated in a reduced pressure environment in
less than 30 minutes. The final solvent-free polymer particle mixture was cast into 1 mm
deep silicone wells and cured at 58°C for at least 12 hours.
Table 3-5. Summary of components used to fabricate the fractionated sample.
0.5 wt% TiO2
EPON® 828
9.7 g
Jeffamine D230
2.73 g
AEAPTMS
100μL
TiO2 particles
0.0625 g
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Figure 3-10. Dry titania nanopowder in the isopropanol and acetone solvent mixture,
showing good wetting of the particle surface.
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Figure 3-11. Particle size distribution measured after ultrasonication of the dry
nanopowder in a solvent mixture.

Figure 3-12. Digital image of the dispersed particles in the solvent mixture after
sedimentation and removal of the hard agglomerates.
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Figure 3-13. Particle size distribution measured after sedimentation and removal of hard
agglomerates in the solvent mixture.
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Figure 3-14. Particle size distribution measured after aging of the surface treated
nanoparticles in the solvent mixture to verify that the particles remained
dispersed.
Solvent selection for fractionated sample

The choice of solvent to disperse the titania nanoparticles was dependent on two
factors; (i) the wettability of the particle surface by the solvent, and (ii) the ability of the
solvent to solubilize the epoxy resin upon mixing. Both acetone and isopropanol were
chosen as candidates due to the solubility parameters being close to that of the epoxy
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resin (Table 3-6).91, 92 The solubility parameters are dependent on the cohesive energy
density, which is a measure of how easily the solvent molecules can penetrate the
polymer. Similar solubility parameters between the polymer and solvent indicate a “good
solvent” for a particular polymer.
Table 3-6. Solubility parameters for the chosen solvents to dissolve the epoxy polymer.
The proximity of the values to that of the epoxy represents a good solvent.
Solubility parameter (cal/cm3)1/2 Source
Epoxy polymer
8.9
Mezzenga, 2000
Acetone
9.9
Sperling, 2001
Isopropanol
11.5
Sperling, 2001
The Beer Lambert Law relation was employed to determine the extent of particle
surface wetting as it relates to the scattering of the particles or agglomerates. For
particles that have been ultrasonicated in a low viscosity solvent, it is assumed that good
particle wetting would produce a scattering response indicative of little or no multiple
scattering in the visible wavelength range due to dispersed particles. If the particles
segregate (phase separate) from the solvent due to poor wetting characteristics, the
agglomeration of the particles will be evident by an increase in scattering in the 400700nm wavelength range, which is observed as a deviation from the Beer-Lambert Law
(equation 3).
The optical density of a range of titania particle concentrations in both solvents was
measured by UV-Vis spectroscopy (see subsequent section on optical density). The
following linear relation holds for single scattering of particles at low concentrations that
are dispersed to a particle size that is small compared to the visible light wavelength:

A = αlc

(3)

Where A is absorbance, α is the absorption coefficient, l is the pathlength the light
travels through the sample, c is the particle concentration, and I represents the transmitted
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and incident light. The wavelength range of interest for this study is visible light (400700 nm), as a measure of optical transparency. A sample of dispersed nanoparticles at
primary particle size will scatter a very small amount of light at those wavelengths, thus
producing a high transmitted intensity reading at the detector. However, if the sample is
agglomerated to aggregate sizes comparable to the wavelength of the source, multiple
scattering will occur and the amount of transmitted light will decrease. Conversely, a
highly agglomerated sample will produce a higher absorption measurement than that of a
dispersed sample of nanoparticles.
A Beer’s Law plot of titania particles in acetone and isopropanol (Figure 3-15)
reveals that both solvents start to deviate from a linear relation as the particle
concentration was increased. However, if a trendline is fitted to the linear low
concentration portion of the curves (c < 0.2 g/L), the R2 goodness of fit term reveals that
isopropanol (R2 = 0.999 ± 0.002) shows less scattering due to particle agglomerates, and
thus better particle wetting than acetone (R2 = 0.964 ± 0.003). It can also be seen (Figure
3-16) that by adding a small amount of isopropanol to an acetone-nanoparticle mixture,
the particle dispersion is greatly improved due to better wetting of the particle surface by
the isopropanol.
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Figure 3-15. Beer’s Law relation for optical density of titania nanoparticles dispersed in
acetone and isopropanol, measured at 600nm wavelength.
A

B

Figure 3-16. Digital pictures of (A) 7g/L TiO2 nanoparticles in pure acetone where
sedimentation has occurred due poor wettability and (B) 7g/L TiO2
nanoparticles in 60% acetone/40% isopropanol with improved particle
wetting.
Even though isopropanol most effectively wets the titania nanoparticle surface, it
was found that it does not completely solubilize the epoxy resin used in this study. It was
determined through further optical density measurements that the difference in titania
particle wetting between pure isopropanol and a mixture of equal parts of both solvents
was not experimentally significant (< 5%). Solubility experiments revealed that a 60%
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acetone solution was the lowest volume concentration that could completely solubilize
the epoxy resin without additional heating. Therefore, a 60/40% ratio of acetone to
isopropanol was used as an appropriate solvent mixture to both effectively wet the
particle surface and solubilize the epoxy resin.
Particle agglomerate sedimentation

The speed and time of centrifugation were selected such that the particles dispersed
by ultrasonication would stay suspended in the solvent and any agglomerated particles
would sediment out of the solution. The Stokes equation was applied to calculate the
settling velocity of the suspended titania particles
Vs =

2r 2 g (ρ p − ρ f

)

9η

(4)

where r is the radius of the particle (or agglomerate), g is the acceleration due to gravity,
ρ is the density of the particle and fluid, respectively, and η is the fluid viscosity. The
optimal speed and time necessary to sediment any large agglomerates was calculated
according to the geometry of the centrifuge (Table 3-7). The particles or agglomerates
would need to travel no more than 3.5 cm to reach the bottom (or side) of the centrifuge
tube, based on the angle during centrifugation. It was determined that a speed of 5000
rpm for ten minutes would be sufficient to settle out the large particle agglomerates and
leave all of the dispersed primary particles suspended in the supernatant. From the
calculated values in Table 3-7, it can be observed that any particle aggregate or
agglomerate larger than 100 nm will settle to the bottom of the centrifuge tube.
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Table 3-7. Stokes Law particle settling calculations based on ten minutes centrifuge
time. At 5000 rpm, the primary particles remain suspended, but the large
agglomerates (>100 nm) will settle out.
Size particles (nm)
Settle Velocity (cm/s)
Distance Settled (cm)
25
3.243E-04
0.195
75
2.919E-03
1.751
100
5.189E-03
3.114
300
4.670E-02
28.022
1000
5.189E-01
311.351
Optical Bench

The state of dispersion of the nanoparticles in the polymer matrix was
characterized, in part, by angular dependent light scattering measurements. The
construction of an optical bench was required due to the absence of commercial
instruments to make such measurements. Commercial laser diffraction instruments used
for particle size analysis commonly measure only a fraction of the full angular scattering
pattern and are not equipped to measure the scattering of solid materials, such as polymer
films. For that reason, an optical bench was constructed to be flexible enough to measure
different sample geometries, such as polymer films or cuvettes with liquid samples, at
any scattering angle. Many instances of custom-built laser light optical benches for
measuring particle scattering patterns are described in the literature and were used as a
guide for the one built for this study.57-65, 93
Optical components

The general components needed for the most simplistic optical bench to measure
spherical particles are a radiation source, sample holder, and a detector mounted on a
rotating arm. Note that conversely the sample can also be rotated and measured with a
fixed detector. The instrument built for this study has a 632.8 nm wavelength HeNe
laser, beam expander, static sample holder with several interchangeable components for
different sample geometries, and a photon detector mounted on a goniometer arm, used to
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control the measured scattering angle (Figure 3-17). The distance from the sample to the
detector can be changed to allow for maximum angular resolution, depending on the
particle size measured. When measuring small particles (<100 nm), it is important to
maximize the distance from the sample to the detector to identify changes in the
scattering pattern over fractions of a degree.
Optical components such as neutral density filters, a Fourier lens and various
apertures were added to the set-up for additional precision of the laser and scattering
measurements. It was also found that due to high sensitivity of the detector, a light
diffuser or aperture can be placed in front of the detector when measuring high levels of
scattered laser light. All of the major components of the optical bench, the manufacturer,
and part number are listed in Table 3-8. All other components were obtained from
typical optics suppliers (e.g., Edmund Optics, Melles Griot).
Table 3-8. Optical components of the light scattering instrument, the manufacturer and
part number
Optical component Manufacturer
Part number
Laser
Melles Griot
25LHR121-249
Beam expander
Melles Griot
09LBM015
Goniometer
Brookhaven
Model BI-2030
Photon detector
SensL
PCSTime
Detector Selection

The measurable dynamic range of the detector must be such that even a small
amount of scattered light from small particles (<200nm) or turbid samples can be easily
measured. However, the range must be wide enough so that a very transparent film or
highly scattering sample will not saturate the detector. A CCD (charge coupled device)
camera detector was not able to provide enough precision to make the scattering
measurements in this study. Therefore, a highly sensitive photon detector (SensL) was
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used. Although this type of equipment is more expensive, the limitations of cheaper
equipment are many, especially when measuring low levels of scattered laser light.

Figure 3-17. Schematic representation (A) and digital picture (B) of the optical bench
set-up for light scattering measurements.
Laser calibration

When making sensitive scattering intensity measurements, it is important that the
incident radiation intensity remains stable within experimental error. If a systematic error
occurs, then it can be accounted for in the light scattering measurements of the
nanocomposite material. For that reason, the beam intensity was measured at 4°
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scattering angle for 8.3 minutes. Measurements of the intensity were taken every 5
seconds and normalized. The experimental error was approximately 1% for all
measurements and is assumed to be negligible for all measurements taken using this
instrument (Figure 3-18).
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Figure 3-18. Intensity of the incident beam over 8.3 minutes with measurements taken
every 5 seconds. The error is assumed to be negligible (~1%).
Instrument calibration

In addition to checking the incident laser beam for fluctuations, it is also necessary
to verify that the instrument is providing meaningful experimental results. Several
samples were made that contain standard particles that are commonly used for particle
sizing calibration. These samples were made of polystyrene particle standards (Duke
Scientific Corporation) dispersed in water to check the validity of the measurements.
These particles are approved by the NIST organization as acceptable traceable materials
for particle size calibration (www.nist.gov). The polystyrene particles are available in a
range of sizes with very small particle size distributions (± 2%). These particles have
also been used in the literature for scattering instrument calibration.94 The samples were
measured on the light scattering bench and compare to the calculated Mie model. The
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results show that the Mie model and the measured scattering intensities were similar
(Figure 3-19) for several particle sizes, indicating that the instrument was properly
calibrated to provide meaningful measurements of scattering intensity.
Snell’s Law Correction

It is important to note that the samples used for calibration are particles dispersed in
water contained in a cuvette. Due to the refractive index difference between air and the
cuvette used to hold the sample, a correction had to be made due to refraction. According
to Snell’s Law, a simple relation can be used to correct for the error in angular scattering:
na sin (θ a ) = nb sin (θ b )

(5)

where the subscript a refers to the refractive index and scattering angle in air and the b
subscript refers to that of the suspension (in this case, water). This correction has been
used by others making similar measurements.59 However, the Snell’s Law correction is
not needed for all samples. Since the pathlength of a cuvette is 10 mm, there is a large
difference in the angle of the scattered light due to the refractive index change. If the
pathlength is approximately 1 mm or less, the correction is not needed because the
change in scattering angle would be comparatively small. In the case of measuring the
polymer films used in the present study, the mathematical correction was not required.
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Figure 3-19. Scattering intensities for 600 nm (A), 800 nm (B), 2 μm (C)and 5 μm (D)
diameter polystyrene particles dispersed in water.
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Figure 3-19 Continued
Scattering Measurements

Scattering measurements were carried out by placing the nanocomposite sample in
the path of a light or x-ray electromagnetic field and measuring the intensity of scattered
radiation at a given angle perpendicular to the scattering cross sectional area of the
composite film. The theoretical background of scattering of any wavelength radiation by
an array of particles is discussed in Chapter four. The resultant scattering pattern is
directly related to the following factors according to the general scattering equation:
•
•
•
•

Refractive index (electron density) difference between particles and medium
Particle size and size distribution
Relative three-dimensional spacing of the particles
Shape of the particles
It is assumed in this study that the refractive indices and particle (and agglomerate)

shape remain the same for all composite samples. Therefore, the objective of the
scattering measurements is to examine the effects of a change in particle (aggregate,
agglomerate) size and size distribution, as well as the relative arrangement of the particles
(aggregates, agglomerates) in space, as the state of dispersion is varied. These changes
can be observed by a change in the scattering pattern over several magnitudes of length
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scale: nano to micron size features. Different length scales of a sample can be probed by
either changing the wavelength of the radiation, λ, or the scattering angle measured, θ as
it relates to the q scattering vector. The q value (see Chapter four) is approximately the
inverse of the length scale probed by a given scattering technique. At very low q values,
the largest micron length scale (3 μm < d < 90 nm) agglomerates were probed by static
light scattering. Mid-range aggregates were probed by ultra small x-ray scattering
(USAXS) and the smallest length scale (100 nm < d < 1 nm) of the individual primary
particles was measured with small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) at the highest q values.
Light scattering (3 μm < d < 90 nm)

A custom made light scattering bench set-up was assembled to measure the angular
dependent light scattering patterns of the epoxy nanocomposite films. As described
previously, the instrument was calibrated with standardized particles to validate the
accuracy of such measurements. First, the SensL photodiode software was initialized and
a dark measurement (background correction) was taken for each angle included in the
scattering measurements. This measurement indicated the amount of stray light (or
noise) in each data point that can be subtracted off of the scattering measurements. A
very low dark count is desired (<1000), but it is nearly impossible to prevent any
environmental noise in the data.
The solid epoxy-TiO2 nanocomposite films were mounted onto standard optical
accessories (fixed lens holder) and placed on top of the goniometer. It is important that
the incoming laser impinges on the sample perpendicular to the nanocomposite film
surface so that the scattering is not affected by any angular misalignment. The software
that controls the stepper motor on the goniometer was initialized and the initial scattering
angle set at 5˚, to avoid sensitivity of the detector at smaller angles. The detector can
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essentially be burned out if the laser is directly centered on the detector face. The
electronic stepper motor was calibrated to move the goniometer arm in precise 1˚
increments.
The SensL software was used to obtain the number of photon counts hitting the
detector and averaged over at least 5 seconds. The measurement interval was set at 2ms
and the amount of signal smoothing was adjusted to 50%. The measurement and
corresponding scattering angle were exported from the software to EXCEL for further
data analysis. The stepper motor was engaged to move the goniometer to 6˚ and the
measurement process repeated for the desired number of angular measurements. The
data collected was graphed with respect to scattering angle for the raw scattering pattern
of the nanocomposite sample. Each nanocomposite sample was measured three times to
eliminate experimental error. The raw pattern can be further analyzed using the Mie
model for an approximation of particle agglomerate size without complicated data
analysis.
The windows based program, MiePlot v.3.4.18 was chosen (www.philiplaven.com)
to quickly analyze the above light scattering data (Figure 3-20). This particular program,
developed by Philip Laven, calculates the theoretical scattering intensity of an array of
particles based on the refractive indices of the particles and surrounding medium
(polymer), and the size distribution of the particles (or agglomerates) by solving the
scattering equation by considering only Mie-type scattering. This program was also used
to analyze the scattering data used in instrument calibration, as described previously. In
other words, this program was utilized to theoretically model the scattering curve to
obtain a first approximation of the particle aggregate or agglomerate size distribution
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from static light scattering and to aid in the alignment and calibration of the optical bench
set-up.

Figure 3-20. Example of a theoretical scattering curve generated by the MiePlot software
for 200 nm (radius) TiO2 particles in epoxy with a 10% polydispersity and
log-normal size distribution.
Ultra small angle x-ray scattering (2 μm < d < 80 nm)

The instrument used for USAXS measurements is configured for greater scattering
intensity measurement resolution over a smaller angular range than static light scattering.
Due to the desired resolution in the range of 0-1˚, the x-ray source is collimated through a
slit instead of a point. The resultant raw data is therefore “slit smeared”, and a correction
is typically used to compare USAXS measurements to other scattering data (light
scattering, SAXS). In this study, the Lake method was employed for slit smearing
correction. The x-ray source uses Cu Kα radiation at a wavelength of 1.54 Å.
The polymer nanocomposite film sample was mounted in the commercial
instrument and left to run overnight to collect scattering pattern information. Due to the
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small angular range, the detector crystal is translated and tilted instead of moved about
the 360˚ circle as in the SLS measurements. The measured scattering intensity, I(q) was
plotted with respect to the wave vector, q in the range 0.0003 Å-1 to 0.07 Å-1. The
measurements were corrected for any background scattering that may occur due to
environmental conditions when no sample is in the chamber.
Small angle x-ray scattering (100 nm < d < 1 nm)

The SAXS scattering data were collected using a Bruker Hi-Star 2D area detector,
with x-rays produced by a Rigaku Ultrax18 rotating anode x-ray generator operated at 40
kV and 60 mA. The Cu Kα radiation was monochromated with pyrolytic graphite, with a
resultant wavelength of 1.542 Å. A series of three pinholes was used to collimate the
beam before impinging on the nancomposite sample. A beamstop was used for better
measurement precision at the lowest angular measurements by absorbing the incident
beam to avoid interference with the scattered signal intensity. The instrument software
corrected the scattering data for any sample absorption and background scattering and
averages the data azimuthally. Corrections were also made using the accompanying
commercial software for differences in sample thickness, as changes in pathlength can
affect the scattered intensity measurement.
After the appropriate corrections, the scattered intensity, I(q), was plotted with
respect to the q value over the range 0.0075 Å-1 to 0.15 Å-1. The scattering of the
polymer matrix background was not subtracted from these measurements, because the
scattering of the polymer was negligible as compared to the scattering of the embedded
particles. The experiment run time was based on the number of scattering centers within
the probed sample volume (beam volume). A higher number of scattering centers leads
to lower running times because a large amount of data can be collected at once. In order
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to take a measurement, the nanocomposite sample was cut into the desired size
(approximately 2 in. x 1 in.) and mounted on the sample holder with double sided tape.
Scattering data analysis with IGOR

Scattering raw data required a great deal of analysis before particle (primary,
aggregate, agglomerate) size distribution and interparticle distance information can be
extracted. The software Igor Pro from Wavemetrics, Inc. was used along with the Irena
macros package that was developed by Jan Ilavsky at Argonne National Laboratories.
The Irena macros package is provided as freeware at
http://www.uni.aps.anl.gov/~ilavsky/irena.html. The Irena macros were developed to
analyze scattering data in the format of scattering intensity, I(q), with respect to the q
value for any material. The detailed steps used for data analysis and suggested fitting
parameters are listed in Appendix B, however, a brief description of the data analysis is
provided here.
The first step in analysis of the scattering data was to desmear the USAXS raw data
due to slit collimated rather than point collimated data. The Irena code for desmearing
utilizes the Lake method, which is an iterative curve-fitting procedure developed in 1967
and is described elsewhere.95 The raw data was trimmed to exclude large error
experimental data points, smoothed, and then desmeared according to the specified slit
length. The resultant desmeared data was exported to EXCEL and used for further
analysis.
The second step in data analysis was to combine the SAXS and USAXS data into
one continuous scattering curve. This was achieved by importing both the SAXS and
desmeared USAXS data into the Data Manipulation Tool. The USAXS data was scaled
to the SAXS data, which was measured in absolute units. The third step in the data
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analysis process was to calculate the particle (primary, aggregate or agglomerate) size
distribution (PSD) and the interparticle distance for the titania nanoparticles embedded in
epoxy in various states of dispersion. First the combined SAXS and USAXs curve was
imported into the Least Squares Fitting Tool for standard models. The PSD of the
primary particles was also calculated using the SAXS data. The starting parameters for
all PSD fits are located in Appendix B. The interparticle distance, or correlation length,
was then calculated by using the Fractals Model fitting tool with the combined SAXS and
USAXS data. The shape of the particle aggregates and agglomerates were approximated
as spheres with an aspect ratio of one.
It is important to note here that the contrast parameter used for modeling must be
calculated to reflect the electron density (refractive index) difference between the
polymer and nanoparticles. The scattering contrast can be calculated using the scattering
contrast calculator function included in the Irena macros. Other parameters may be
manipulated in the various modeling functions, however, it is imperative that a standard
procedure be used with all samples when analyzing scattering patterns of multiple
samples for reproducible results.
Additional Characterization
Optical density

The optical density measurements of titania nanoparticles dispersed in a solvent
and embedded in the epoxy were made using a Perkin Elmer UV/Vis Spectrometer 900.
The measurements were made over the spectral range 400-700 nm because the visible
wavelength range is of interest to this study for optical measurements. Custom-made
sample holders were designed for these measurements to hold solid polymer films by
cutting a hole in an aluminum L-bracket with a hole drilled large enough for the
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transmitted beam to pass through. The bracket was painted black for minimal reflection
of the laser. The sample was affixed to the bracket with magnets and placed into the
sample holder (Figure 3-21).

Figure 3-21. Custom-made sample holders for measuring the optical density of solid
polymer films in the UV-Vis spectrometer.
Commercial light scattering instruments

Dynamic light scattering measurements were made to determine the particle
(primary or agglomerate) size distribution of the titania nanoparticles in a solvent. A
Microtrac Nanotrac Ultra® commercial dynamic light scattering instrument with external
measurement probe was used. The useful range of particle sizes measured by this
instrument is in the range of 0.8 to 6500 nm, which is useful for nanoparticles that have a
30 nm primary particle size. Static light scattering measurements were used to determine
the particle size distribution of the dry TiO2 nanopowder before any dispersion
techniques were used. The static light scattering measurements were made on a Coulter
LS 13 320 particle sizing instrument, with a useful measurement range of 0.4 to 2000 μm.
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for the dry powder system. All scattering data from commercial instruments was
analyzed using the accompanying commercial software.
Transmission electron microscopy

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) samples were fabricated by slicing the
epoxy-TiO2 composite samples with a Leica ultramicrotome and a Diatome diamond
knife (45°) into 100-200 nm thick sections. It was discovered though experimentation
that thinner slices were very prone to beam damage in the microscope due to electron
charge build-up in the sample and subsequent heating. The samples used for sectioning
are made by casting the polymer-particle mixture before cure into polyethylene molds
made specifically for TEM sectioning (Figure 3-22). The molded samples were removed
from the molds after cure and roughly trimmed at the small end with a razor blade into a
trapezoid shape having the dimensions not exceeding 0.5 mm across the base, 0.4 mm
across the top, and 0.3 mm along the sides. The diamond knife was then used for
sectioning. The sections are carefully collected from the water in the boat of the diamond
knife after slicing and mounted onto 300 mesh carbon grids (Electron Microscopy
Sciences). The grids were examined with a JEOL 200CX at 200kV at various
magnifications to determine the qualitative difference between the four nanocomposite
samples with varied particle dispersion and to verify the primary, aggregate and
agglomerate particle size measured by scattering techniques.
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Figure 3-22. Polyethylene embedding molds used for TEM polymer sample preparation.
Scanning electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of the nanocomposite samples were
taken to examine the nanoparticle dispersion in addition to TEM. Samples for SEM were
prepared by immersing a sample prepared for TEM into liquid nitrogen for approximately
two minutes. The sample was removed from the liquid nitrogen and fractured into
several pieces. The smaller “shards” of the nanocomposite sample were mounted onto an
aluminum disk with carbon tape. The entire disk was coated with a thin layer (2-3 nm) of
amorphous carbon to prevent charging of the polymer. The samples were viewed with a
JEOL 6335F Field Emission SEM at 10 kV and a working distance of 15 mm. The SEM
working parameters are indicated on the micrographs shown in this study.

CHAPTER 4
SCATTERING THEORY
In this chapter, the theoretical background of scattering techniques and the rationale
as to why they are used to measure a certain length scale of the nanocomposite samples is
disclosed. The scattering theory for SLS, USAXS, and SAXS measurements is first
presented and the probe length scale is explained. A brief explanation of Mie theory is
outlined as it relates to the modeling of the static light scattering (SLS) measurements.
General Scattering Theory

Scattering measurements entail the quantification of the amount of electromagnetic
energy that is scattered at a specific angle from the composite sample volume of
scattering centers, as compared to the amount of electromagnetic energy that is
transmitted directly through the sample. The scattering of electromagnetic waves
(radiation) is due to the difference in electron density (optical properties, i.e., refractive
index) between the scattering centers (particles) and the surrounding medium. All
scattering techniques are governed by the same physical equations, regardless of the
wavelength of the radiation source.
The scattered intensity can be determined from the Poynting vector, S, which
specifies the magnitude and direction of the rate of transfer of electromagnetic energy
(scattered intensity) at all points of space relative to the scsatterer.96 The Poynting vector,
given by E x H, represents the direction in which energy is being transported (the
scattered direction) and has a magnitude equal to the power density of the wave (scattered
intensity).
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The electric and magnetic fields (E and H) of an electromagnetic wave oscillate,
thus the magnitude of the Poynting vector changes with time. Most instruments cannot
measure an instantaneous Poynting vector and as a result, a time averaged value is used.
The average magnitude of the Poynting vector over a long time τ (longer than the period
of the wave) is called the irradiance or intensity, I.97
S =

1

τ

t +τ

∫ S(t ')dt ' =

I

(1)

t

The time averaged Poynting vector for time-harmonic fields is given by96

S =

{

1
Re E × H *
2

}

(2)

where E and H cannot be arbitrarily specified, and must satisfy the Maxwell equations
for a plane wave96:
∇•E = 0
∇•H = 0
∂H
∂t
∂E
∇×H = ε
∂t
∇ × E = −μ

(3)

where μ is the permeability of radiation through the medium (surrounding material) and ε
is the permittivity, which is also a property of the medium. The E and H vectors are
broken down accordingly into the field associated with the particle (E1, H1), the
surrounding medium (E2, H2), the incident field (Ei, Hi) and the scattered field (Es, Hs).
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Figure 4-1. Forward scattering of a sphere showing the electromagnetic field (wave)
vectors for the incident, particle, and scattered radiation.

Boundary Conditions
When crossing the boundary between the surface of the particle and the
surrounding matrix, there is a sudden change in material properties, which is reflected in
a sudden change in optical properties, e.g., ε and μ. However, some conditions are
imposed on the E and H vectors that preserve the conservation of energy across that
boundary. These rules maintain that the tangential electromagnetic field (from the
surface of the particle) is continuous across a discontinuous boundary96

[E2 − E1 ] × nˆ = 0
[H 2 − H1 ] × nˆ = 0
where both E and H lie on the surface of the particle.

(4)
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The Amplitude Matrix
If one considers a particle (or an array of particles) that is illuminated by a plane
wave, the direction of propagation (the z axis) defines the forward direction. The
incident electric field, Ei, can be resolved into the parallel and perpendicular components
respectively, El,i and Er,i. The scattering plane is determined by the azimuthal scattering
angle, φ, and the scattering angle, θ. The scattered electric field is defined as the vector,

Es, which can also be resolved in to the parallel and perpendicular components.

Figure 4-2. Schematic depicting the scattering of electromagnetic radiation by a
spherical particle. The incident field is in the z-axis direction.
The scattering in any direction is described by four amplitude functions, S1, S2, S3,

S4, which are all functions of the angles φ and θ and can be measured by determining the
amplitude and phase of the scattered radiation96. The amplitude function may be
complex, but rarely has it been physically measured for all angular values. The relation
between the incident and scattered electric fields is given by:97
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where S is the amplitude function matrix. For this case, the scattered electric field is
given by two relations:97
e − ikr + ikz
Er ,i
ikr
e − ikr + ikz
= S 2 (θ )
El , i
ikr

E r , s = S1 (θ )
El , s

(6)

For spherical particles, S3 = S4 = 0, and S1 and S2 are functions only of θ, due to the
scattering symmetries over the full 0-360° scattering range of θ. In general, the azimuthal
angle can be ignored if the spherical particle assumption can be used. In the present
study, all particles and particle agglomerates are assumed to be spherical. The
calculations involved in calculating the scattered intensity from asymmetrical particles is
beyond the scope of this research. The intensity of the scattered wave for spherical
particles is proportional to the square of the amplitude as follows:
I scatt =

2π
S 2 (θ )
, k =
2 2
λ
k r

(7)

For various polarization states of the incident radiation:
I ⊥ polarization =
I // polarization =

S1 (θ )

2

k 2r 2
S 2 (θ )

2

S1 (θ ) + S 2 (θ )
2

I natural light =

(8)

k 2r 2
k 2r 2

2

.
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For a system of spherical particles, not necessarily similar, each one is characterized by a
unique amplitude function, Si(q). Due to mathematical complexities, the intensities
associated with each amplitude are summed over the entire system97

I (θ ) =

∑ I (θ )

(9)

j

j

The Mueller Matrix

The incident light emitted in a scattering experiment actually consists of many
“simple waves” in very rapid succession. Therefore, measurable intensities always refer
to a superposition of many millions of simple waves with independent phases.97
Following the summation shown above, the Stokes parameters of the beam are
I = ∑Ij

Q = ∑Qj

(10)

U = ∑U j
V = ∑V j

The factors Q, U, and V are dependent on the polarization of the incident light.97 The
relation between the incident and scattered Stokes parameters make up the full amplitude
scattering matrix, which is often denoted by the matrix F.96
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⎜U ⎟ = k 2 r 2
⎜ s⎟
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⎜ S 21
⎜S
⎜ 31
⎜S
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S12

S13

S 22

S 23

S32

S33

S 42
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S14 ⎞⎛ I i ⎞
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S 24 ⎟⎜ Qi ⎟
S34 ⎟⎜U i ⎟
⎟⎜ ⎟
S 44 ⎟⎠⎜⎝Vi ⎟⎠

(11)

The 4 x 4 amplitude matrix is known as the Mueller matrix for scattering of a single
particle. The 16 elements are not all independent and can be determined by knowing
seven individual parameters. The number of parameters may also be reduced because of
symmetry relations. If a collection of randomly distributed particles is present, as in our
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model nanocomposite system, the Stokes parameters of the system can be determined by
summing the effects of the individual particles.
Scattering of a Sphere

The following discussion relates only to a single sphere or an array of spheres,
which results in simplifications of the wave equations. Starting with the incident and
scattered electric field amplitudes, the relation becomes96
− ikr + ikz
⎛ El, s ⎞
⎛S 0 ⎞
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and the Mueller matrix can be simplified as
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⎜ ⎟
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For the incident radiation in the case of the experimental light scattering set-up used in
this study, the laser is unpolarized and the Stokes parameters can be written as96
I s = S11 I i ,

Qs = S12 I i ,

U s = Vs = 0

(14)

Angular Dependent Scattering

In the scattering set-up described previously, the angular dependent forward
scattering (0-90°) intensity is measured. The first few scattering coefficients, as
determined in the previous section, will determine the angular dependence of each
scattering event, or particle96. For forward scattering (θ < 90˚), the intensity plot is highly
peaked whereas the backscattering intensity plot lacks any strong features and is lower in
intensity by orders of magnitude. The pronounced difference between intensities for
forward scattering and backscattering becomes even more dominant as the size of the
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particles, or scattering events increase. This factor is very important to the current study
due to the fact that it is assumed that the particle agglomerates are scattering as individual
events and increase in size as the particle agglomeration increases. So, as the size of the
scattering event ranges from primary particle size (nanometers) to large agglomerate
(microns), the forward scattering component increases much faster than the backscatter
component.
The Length Scale

The vector q is called the scattering wave vector. The importance of this vector is
that its approximate inverse represents the length scale, or probe length, of the scattering
experiment19. The q value corresponds to the actual feature size, or length scale, that is
measured by d = 2π / q where d is the feature size. This is the reason for the inverse

relationship between the particle size and the angle at which the features of that size are
observed in a scattering experiment. Consider an incident plane wave, ki on a scattering
element at r. The field scatters toward the detector in the direction ks. If purely elastic
scattering is assumed then75
ki = ks =

2π

λ

(15)

The phase of the scattered wave at the detector is a function of the position of the
scattering element and the vector
q = ki − ks

(16)

which is the scattering wave vector (Figure 4-3). Simple trigonometry and equation (17)
yield the magnitude of this vector as
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where θ is the scattering angle.

I(q)

I0

Figure 4-3. Diagram of light incident from the left with wave vector ki scattering from an
element at r toward the detector with scattering wave vector ks, at a scattering
angle θ. The difference in wave vectors, q, is shown. Adapted from Sorensen
(2001).
Mie Theory
Mie Theory was first presented by Gustav Mie in 1908 and is the direct analytical
solution for the scattering, absorption, and transmission of radiation through a dielectric
sphere48. Recently, Mie Theory has come to include all calculations of the interaction of
incident light with particles or material of any shape, size, size distribution, or texture.
However, an exact solution only exists for the single spherical dielectric particle, as
mentioned above. Mie Theory can be used to calculate a particle size distribution from
scattering intensity profiles via a matrix inversion , the details of which can be found in
Appendix A. The intensity profiles generated through static light scattering are used to
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determine the particle and/or cluster particle size distribution, required for the dispersion
indices calculation. The derivation closely follows that of Bohren and Huffman (1983)
and also van de Hulst (1957) for the scattering of light by small particles.96-97 The
assumptions made are that the particles are spherical, the incident wave satisfies the
Maxwell equation, and the appropriate boundary conditions are valid for the titania
particles embedded in an epoxy matrix.
Mie Scattering Coefficients
The boundary conditions for the electromagnetic field, as explained above, require
the continuity of the transverse components of the electric and magnetic field at the
surface of the sphere. The transverse components of those fields are represented by
Bmn(θ,φ) and Cmn(θ,φ). The coefficients of those terms can be expressed as a function of
the internal and external fields (of the particle)83
c nψ n (β ) = a nξ n (α ) − ψ n (α ),
cn '
ψ n (β ) = a nξ n' (α ) − ψ n' (α ),
m
dn
ψ n (β ) = bnξ n (α ) − ψ n (α ),
m
c nψ n' (β ) = a nξ n' (α ) − ψ n' (α ),

(18)

where α = ka and β = mka are the external and internal size parameters of the particle and
ψn and ξn are the spherical Ricatti-Bessel functions. The solutions of these equations
yield the Mie coefficients, of which an and bn govern the scattering of the radiation and cn
and dn govern the internal field.98
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an =
bn =

ψ n' (β )ψ n (α ) − mψ n (β )ψ n' (α )
,
ψ n' (β )ξ n (α ) − mψ n (β )ξ n' (α )
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im
,
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(19)
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.
mψ (β )ξ n (α ) − ψ n (β )ξ n' (α )
'
n

The scattering coefficients, an and bn can be determined for an arbitrary spherical particle
and will completely specify the scattered field.
.

CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND DISCSUSSION
Dispersion Force Calculations
A rough calculation of the van der Waals adhesive forces between two touching
titania particles in an agglomerate yields approximately 93 nJ/m by the following
equation
FVDW =

A
6H 2

⎛ R1 R2
⎜⎜
⎝ R1 + R2

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(1)

where A is the Hamaker constant for two bare (untreated) titania surfaces as suggested by
French99, H is suggested as 4 nm for a contact interparticle distance99 and R is the
primary particle radius of 30 nm. That amount of energy, provided at the nano scale at
each particle-particle interface, is required to overcome the van der Waals barrier and
completely break all particle agglomerates for complete dispersion. Additionally, forces
must be provided to prevent subsequent contact of the particles to maintain the particle
dispersion.
In addition, the free energy of the spreading process of the epoxy resin on the bare
titania surface is a large positive value (non-spontaneous), indicating a high probability of
poor wetting of the surface by the polymer and segregation of the nanoparticles (primary
or aggregates) into larger agglomerates. The spreading coefficient, S, can be calculated
using the surface energies of the polymer and particle components as an indication of the
ability of the epoxy resin to flow over and wet the particles. A positive value reflects a
kinetically non-spontaneous wetting condition, whereas a negative value indicates a
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spontaneous wetting process, if no other forces are present on the surface affecting
wetting (e.g., surface roughness). The spreading coefficient can be calculated as
follows100
S S12 = σ SV − σ LV − σ SL

(2)

where σ is the surface energy of the respective components (titania particle, epoxy,
particle-epoxy). The surface energy of the epoxy was obtained from the work of Page101
and that of the nanoparticles from the work of Navrotsky.102 The surface energy of the
titania particle-epoxy interface was approximated from the Neumann model.103 These
values are listed in Table 5-1. The calculated spreading coefficient for the bare titania
surface, -2527 mJ/m2, indicates a poor compatibility between the particle and epoxy
resin. However, the silane coupling surface treatment (APTES or AEAPTMS) lowers the
surface energy of the particle to 36.5 mJ/m2 (from 1036 mJ/m2) and the spreading
coefficient is increased greatly to 0.19 mJ/m2, which suggests that that epoxy resin would
spontaneously wet the titania nanoparticle surface, given no other forces are present. The
lowering of the surface free energy of the titania and subsequent diffusion of the polymer
in between nanoparticles is a competitive force to the interparticle van der Waals
attractive forces, thus suggesting a decrease in agglomeration.
Table 5-1. Surface energy values for the nanocomposite components and the calculated
spreading coefficient for untreated and treated particles.
Surface Energy After treatment with
Reference
(mJ/m2)
AEAPTMS (mJ/m2)
TiO2
1036 (γSV)
36.5 (γSV)
Navrotsky (2007)
Epoxy
36.3 (γLV)
36.3 (γLV)
Page (2001)
3527 (γSL)
0.01 (γSL)
TiO2-Epoxy
-2527
0.19
S12
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Qualitative Nanoparticle Dispersion Characterization
In order to examine the affects of calculated surface forces on the dispersion of
titania nanoparticles in an epoxy polymer, microscopy was used as the first method of
investigation.
Digital Images
Digital images provided a qualitative indication of the optical density (transmitted
light) of each sample of varied nanoparticles dispersion. The thick films (1 mm) created
in this study were mounted against typewritten pages to illustrate the clarity of the film
for comparison to one another (Figure 5-1). It is obvious from these images that the
fractionated sample has the highest transparency as compared to the other samples.
It can be suggested from these initial results that the new methodology for
fabricating the fractionated sample using a solvent for enhanced particle dispersion must
be employed to produce a nanocomposite with desirable optical properties for use in
applications such as windows and food packaging. According to the Rayleigh regime of
particle scattering, x =

2πr

λ

, where x is the characteristic Rayleigh size parameter (x

<<1), the particles must be dispersed until a nano size range is reached so that the
agglomerate size is small (~λ/10) compared to the wavelength of visible light (400-700
nm) to avoid multiple scattering effects and resulting sample opacity. In other words, the
scatterers must be dispersed to approximately 40-70 nm in diameter to provide an
optically transparent sample. In light of this, it can be surmised from visual inspection of
Figure 5-1, that samples A, B, C and E have agglomerates larger than 70 nm due to the
opacity of the films.
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A

B

C
E

G

D
F

Figure 5-1. Examples of digital images comparing thick films of each dispersion state
against a typewritten background. The samples are: (A) undispersed, (B)
ultrasonicated, (C) surface treated, and (D) fractionated. Sample (E) is
undispersed and (F) is the fractionated sample. Sample (G) is the pure epoxy
polymer.
Freeze Fracture SEM Micrographs
Freeze fracture scanning electron microscopy (FF SEM) also provided the
qualitative differences between nanocomposite samples due to variations in particle
dispersion. SEM images also reveal the topography of the fracture surface and a clear
indication of the voids surrounding the particles due to poor wetting. The undispersed
sample micrographs (Figure 5-2) reveal not only large agglomerates and surrounding
voids, but also discontinuities in the epoxy polymer fracture surface at points where the
agglomerates are present (picture C, Figure 5-2). The particle agglomerates provided a
point of crack initiation and failure at the mechanically weakest part of the sample, as
described in the literature review. It can be suggested from these preliminary results that
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the mechanical properties of the undispersed sample would be poor, and possibly worse
than that of the pure epoxy polymer.
The fractionated sample micrographs (Figure 5-3) indicate that the nanoparticles
were dispersed to near primary particle size and only a small number of clusters exist at
the fracture surface. No discontinuities or voids in the polymer matrix can be identified.
The large improvement in the particle surface wetting for the fractionated sample is due
to the silane coupling surface treatment applied to the titania surface as described in the
previous sections, which lowers the surface energy of the particle by over an order of
magnitude (Table 5-1).
A

B

C

D

Figure 5-2. Scanning electron micrographs of the undispersed sample showing the large
particle agglomerates and voids due to poor particle wetting by the epoxy.
The voids are most obvious in picture (B).
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Figure 5-3. Scanning electron micrographs of the fractionated sample showing the small
particle agglomerates and individually dispersed particles. No voids are
visible in the sample due to good particle wetting by the epoxy.
TEM Micrographs
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to characterize the nano scale
state of dispersion by investigating both the average size of the particle agglomerates
(and aggregates) and also the distance between agglomerates. This method was also used
to obtain approximate values for particle agglomerate size for the modeling program
(Irena), utilized to analyze the scattering data. Figure 5-4 reveals the difference in
agglomerate and aggregate sizes between the differently dispersed nanocomposite
samples.
The undispersed sample has very large agglomerates, on the order of one micron,
which is more than one order of magnitude larger than the primary particles (30 nm).
The simple mixing of the dry nanopowder into the epoxy resin and hardener with no
surface modification provided a highly agglomerated and inhomogeneous composite
material. The as-received dry nanopowder contained many large agglomerates due to the
interparticle van der Waals attractive forces, and mixing provides very little energy to
overcome those forces, thus a highly agglomerated sample is observed.
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The ultrasonicated sample agglomerates are approximately 500 nm in diameter,
still much larger than the primary particles. The sample was prepared by ultrasonication
in addition to mechanical mixing of the TiO2 nanoparticles into the epoxy resin. This
procedure results in some reduction in the size of the particle agglomerates. This
reduction is due to the energy input of the ultrasonicator to overcome the van der Waals
(VDW) forces. Ultrasound wavelengths cannot produce dispersion eddies on the nano
length scale, regardless of energy input and duration of ultrasonication, as described by
the Kolmogoroff equation23, 24, thus preventing full dispersion of the particles to primary
particle size and bonded aggregates. Additionally, the bare titania surface remains
incompatible with the epoxy resin (no surface treatment) and further prevents particle
dispersion.
The surface treated sample contains agglomerates that are approximately 250 nm
in diameter. The sample preparation involved silane surface treatment in addition to
ultrasonication and mechanical mixing of the particles into the polymer. This procedure
resulted in a further decrease in agglomerate size due to the surface modification of the
titania nanoparticles. This is attributed to the APTES molecules covalently bonding to
the hydroxyl groups present on the metal oxide surface and reduction in the free energy
of mixing to that of a spontaneous process (Table 5-1, similar values as AEAPTMS).
However, as indicated by the above sample preparation technique (ultrasonicated
sample), ultrasonication is not able to fully disperse the nanoparticles before the surface
treatment was applied, thus essentially coating the surface of the agglomerates. The
surface treatment did, however, prevent further agglomeration during mixing and curing
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of the epoxy resin and hardener due to steric repulsion. Therefore, a reduction in
agglomerate size from the ultrasonicated sample was observed.
The high resolution TEM images of the fractionated sample (Figure 5-5)
demonstrate that individual particle separation occurs due to good surface wetting by the
epoxy resin. The small clusters seem to be approximately 60-70 nm. The fractionated
sample involves the use of a solvent to reduce viscosity and increase particle wetting in
addition to surface treatment, ultrasonication, and mechanical mixing. This procedure
generates the smallest particle size and most optimal dispersion of the dry titania
nanopowder in the epoxy matrix achieved in this study. The details and rationale for this
result were shown in Chapter three.
In this study, images provided not only qualitative verification of the state of
nanoparticle dispersion, but also a priori knowledge to formulate an approximate value of
particle (primary, aggregate and agglomerate) size for modeling purposes. The objective
of this study was not to prove that microscopy should not be used for the assessment of
particle dispersion, but rather to show that it can be used with success to complement
more quantitative techniques.
A

B

C

Figure 5-4. Transmission electron microscopy images of 0.5 wt% TiO2 embedded in
epoxy: undispersed (A), ultrasonicated (B) and surface treated (C).
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Figure 5-5. High resolution TEM micrographs of the fractionated sample (0.5 wt%)
showing the nano scale dispersion and separated individual particles. Note the
difference in scale bars.
Quantitative Measure of Dispersion
It is clear from the qualitative assessment of dispersion that one could perhaps
reliably compare good and bad samples and estimate the approximate average particle
agglomerate size, but it would be extremely difficult to obtain any statistically relevant
information without tedious and time consuming evaluation over a representative sample
area. It is for these reasons that the desire for a more quantitative measure of dispersion
led to the development of a dispersion index concept.
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Rationale for the Dispersion Index
The dispersion index concept was developed in this study to obtain a quantitative
measure of the state of dispersion of the nanoparticles embedded in the polymer matrix.
Literature review and preliminary efforts indicated that it may be difficult to quantify
dispersion in a single parameter considering particle-particle interactions are governed by
surface chemistry and spatial distribution are influenced by physical mixing forces.
Accordingly, the nano length scale changes in agglomerate size due to surface chemistry
effects, and also the macro length scale mixing effectiveness of the nanocomposite
fabrication process needed to be taken into account. Thus, the dispersion concept was
developed to include two parameters: one to describe the nano scale wetting of the
individual particles (D1), and the other to reflect the relative particle arrangement in the
matrix (D2) due to mixing. Both of the dispersion indices were expected to range in
value from zero to one: a value of zero representing an infinitely agglomerated system
and a value of one representing a theoretically ideal, random dispersion of primary
particles, homogeneously distributed throughout the polymer matrix.
Surface Chemistry Parameter- D1
The surface chemistry parameter, D1, reflects the compatibility and wetting of the
titania nanoparticle surface with the surrounding polymer on the nano length scale. The
wetting that contributes to particle dispersion is best represented by the particle
agglomerate size and size distribution, as increased wetting has been shown here to
enhance dispersion of the nanoparticles and reduce agglomerate size.104 When an
appropriate solvent was used to increase wetting of the particles and a surface
modification was employed to maintain the nanoparticle dispersion, the epoxy resin,
when added, can permeate the particles and wet the surface of individual particles.
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Therefore, increased wetting of the particles is expected to produce smaller agglomerates,
thus creating a narrower size distribution and smaller average particle size that closely
resembles that of a theoretically ideal dispersion (all primary particles).
In this study, the full width half maximum (FWHM) value of the particle
(agglomerate) size distribution is used as a measure of the breadth of the distribution.
The FWHM value combined with the mean particle (or agglomerate) size is used to
compare a theoretically ideal particle dispersion to the experimental nanocomposite
samples as follows,
D1 =

FWHM WD d WD
FWHM N d N

(3)

where the subscripts WD and N represent the randomly well dispersed and experimental
nanocomposite samples, respectively. The variable, d, is the average particle or
agglomerate size. The ratio of the average agglomerate size as compared to the primary
particle size of an ideal sample was suggested by Balek25 as a reasonable measure of
dispersion.
In order to demonstrate the relevance of the D1 parameter, four different particle
size distributions, including primary particles, aggregates, and agglomerates) were
simulated using a log-normal distribution calculation. Each case reflects a change in
mean particle size and/or distribution breadth from the ideal dispersion of nanoparticles
in Case 1 (Figure 5-6), however, a homogeneous spatial distribution of particles or
agglomerates is assumed. The following four simulated size distribution cases are shown
graphically in Figure 5-7:
•

Case 1: the ideal case of randomly well dispersed particles. The average particle
size is 30nm and the standard deviation is 6nm.
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•

Case 2: has the same average particle size as the ideal case, 30nm, but has a larger
standard deviation of 12nm, which provides a wider distribution breadth. This
condition may occur if some of the particles from Case 1 were to agglomerate and
some particles were fractured to smaller sizes.

•

Case 3: the average particle size is increased to 75nm and the standard deviation is
6nm. The distribution shifts to a larger size, but the width of the distribution
remains the same as the ideal case. This condition may occur if the particles from
Case 1 were to agglomerate into clusters of similar size for a narrow size
distribution.

•

Case 4: the average particle size is increased to 75nm, and standard deviation is
increased to 15nm. This distribution has a large average size and large breadth of
distribution. This condition may occur if some particles from Case 1 agglomerate
into differently sized clusters, and some particles remain dispersed.

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Figure 5-6. Schematic of the four simulated particle agglomerate morphologies used to
determine the validity of the D1 dispersion index.
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0.1
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0.02
0
0.01

0.1
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1

Figure 5-7. Graphical representation of the four simulated cases of particle or
agglomerate size distribution.
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The results of the D1 calculation of four simulated particle size distributions (Figure 5-8)
reveal a trend of decreasing value as the average particle agglomerate size and/or
distribution breadth is changed from the ideal case (Case 1). It can also be observed that
simply agglomerating the particles in Case 1 into the schematic shown in Case2 provided
the largest change in the D1 parameter. The difference between Case 2 and Case 3, where
the agglomerate size was increased but the distribution was narrowed, the smallest
change in D1 was observed. Using a similar comparison between Case 1 and Case 4,
both agglomeration of the particles and a respective change in the breadth of the
distribution provided the most significant change in the D1 parameter. It is expected that
the nanocomposite samples fabricated for this study would most closely resemble that of
Case 4.
1

D1 value

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Figure 5-8. Surface chemistry parameter D1 values of four simulated size distributions.
D1 Calculation for the Nanocomposite Samples

The D1 component utilizes the FWHM value and average particle agglomerate size to
determine the change in particle surface wetting and compatibility of the particles with
the polymer matrix as the particle dispersion state varies. The FWHM value for the well
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dispersed ideal system (Case 1) was obtained experimentally from a measurement
technique that probes the nano length scale of the individual nanoparticles. Therefore,
small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) was employed to measure the scattering of the
primary particles and obtain the average size and FWHM value of the particle size
distribution. The FWHM values for the experimental nanocomposite samples of varied
particle dispersion were obtained from USAXS data, due to the larger probe length scale
on the order of the size of the particle agglomerates in those samples. The details and
results of the scattering measurements are shown in subsequent sections.
Mixing Parameter- D2

The mixture homogeneity component, D2, reflects changes in the spatial
distribution of the particles or clusters within the composite material. Practically, it can
be considered an indication of the effectiveness of the mixing process for the
nanocomposite fabrication. These changes in mixing are best characterized by measuring
the interparticle chord length, or surface to surface distance between particles or particle
agglomerates. In a theoretically ideal dispersion of particles, the average interparticle
distance is dependent on the particle size distribution and the volume fraction of particles
in the sample.
Assuming optimal surface chemistry, the average interparticle distance in an
agglomerated composite sample will depend on the clustering effect of the particles as a
result of mixing (Figure 5-9). If the agglomerates are distributed homogeneously within
the sample volume, then the interparticle distance will be larger than that of the ideal
dispersion. If the particles were to segregate to one fraction of the sample volume, the
interparticle distance would be smaller than that of the ideal dispersion. A preliminary
assessment by techniques such as microscopy is helpful in assessing the qualitative
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homogeneity of the particle dispersion. The D2 mixing parameter is the average
interparticle distance calculated for the ideal particle dispersion as compared to the
experimental dispersion as follows,
D2 =

TWD
TN

(5)

where T is the average interparticle (inter-agglomerate or inter-aggregate) distance and
the subscripts WD and N represent the randomly well dispersed (ideal) and experimental
nanocomposite particle dispersions, respectively.
The following four theoretical cases of particle spatial distribution are considered to
explain how the D2 mixing parameter changes with particle (agglomerate) spatial
distribution. The results of the interparticle distance calculations for the four simulated
cases were weighted by the volume fraction in which the particle agglomerates were
located.
•

Case 1: represents the ideal randomly well dispersed condition. The average
particle size is 30nm.

•

Case 2: the average particle size is increased to 75nm due to agglomeration. The
agglomerates are dispersed homogeneously within the entire sample volume.

•

Case 3: the average agglomerate size is 75nm. The agglomerates are not dispersed
homogeneously within the sample volume. All of the particle agglomerates
segregated to 50% of the sample volume due to poor mixing. The D2 value was
weighted by half the sample volume to account for other agglomerates located
elsewhere in the sample that would produce a very large chord length between
agglomerates due to segregation.

•

Case 4: the average agglomerate size is 75nm. The clusters are not dispersed
homogeneously within the sample volume. All of the particle agglomerates
segregated to 25% of the sample volume due to poor mixing. The D2 value was
weighted by one quarter of the sample volume to account for other agglomerates
located elsewhere in the sample that would produce a very large chord length
between agglomerates due to segregation.
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Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Figure 5-9. Schematic of the four simulated particle agglomerate morphologies used to
determine the validity of the D2 mixing parameter.
The results of the D2 calculations for the four simulated particle distributions
presented in Figure 5-10 indicate that the value of D2 decreases when the particles
agglomerate and/or segregate into a fraction of the overall sample volume. It can be
observed that just agglomeration of the particles, even when mixing was optimal, reduced
the D2 value by more than 50% due to the change in interparticle distance. It is clear by
comparing Case 1 and Case 2 that the D2 value is greatly affected by the parameters that
govern the D1 value, such as particle wetting and dispersion. However, the D1 value is
not affected by segregation issues due to poor mixing, as long as the particle agglomerate
size and distribution remain the same. In other words, the D1 value can stand alone as a
measure of how well the surface of the particle was made compatible with the
surrounding polymer to enhance dispersion, but the D2 mixing parameter is affected not
only by the mixing of the particles within the sample volume, but also by the particle
agglomeration dominated by the surface chemistry.
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Figure 5-10. D2 mixing parameter values of four simulated particle morphologies.
D2 Calculation for the Nanocomposite Samples

The D2 mixing parameter employs the calculation or measurement of the interparticle
distance, according to equation (5). The theoretical distance between particles for an
ideal, random dispersion can be calculated according to the derivation of Irani and
Callis105, and also Liu, et. al26-27 and can be found in Appendix C. The equation used to
calculate the theoretical distance between particles for an ideally dispersed system of
primary particles, TWD, is as follows,

TWD

1
⎡
⎤
3
⎛
⎞
π
⎛ 3 2 ⎞ ⎛ 1 2 ⎞⎥
⎢
= d ξ ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ exp⎜ ln σ ⎟ − ⎜ ln σ ⎟
⎢ ⎝ 6φ ⎠
⎝2
⎠ ⎝2
⎠⎥
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

(6)

where d is the average diameter of the primary particles, φ is the volume fraction of
primary particles in the nanocomposite sample, and σ is the polydispersity of the size
distribution where σ = 1 represents a monodisperse distribution. The parameter ξ is the
spatial distribution factor26, which takes into account the random dispersion of particles
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in the ideal case. If the particles were fixed to a cubic lattice, then ξ = 1. However, it
was empirically determined that ξ = 1.1 for a random distribution of particles20. Due to
the nano length scale of the primary particles in the ideal dispersion, the parameters
necessary for the calculation of TWD in equation (6) were measured using the SAXS
technique.
The inter-agglomerate distance required for TN in equation (6) is characterized by
the correlation length, which is measured by scattering experiments that probe the length
scale between the agglomerates. When examined by microscopy, the length scale was
observed to be in the micron size range, which is best measured by USAXS or static light
scattering (SLS). TN is the number average of chord lengths that are drawn through every
particle in every direction68. It can be calculated theoretically from the correlation
function, which is the average of the product of two fluctuations in electron density
(refractive index) between two particles or particle agglomerates at a distance r

γ (r ) = (Δρ )2 γ 0 (r )

(7)

where γ0(r) is only related to the geometry of the particle. In this study, all particles and
particle agglomerates are assumed to be spherical, thus γ0(r) can be easily calculated for
each set of two particles or agglomerates by

3⎛ r ⎞
2⎝d ⎠

1⎛ r ⎞
2⎝d ⎠

γ 0 (r ) = 1 − ⎜ ⎟ + ⎜ ⎟

3

(8)

where r is the chord length between particles and d is the average particle diameter. The
correlation function can then be mathematically related to a distribution of chord lengths,
G(T), by
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γ 0 (r ) =

1
T

D

∫ (T − r )G(T )dl

(9)

r

where the average value of T is simply the average of all chord lengths measured over the
entire particle or particle agglomerate, which in this case would be constant due to
particle sphericity. The correlation length, TN, is then the mean width of the correlation
function. After integration of equation (9) (see reference 68 for complete derivation), the
correlation length, TN can be calculated as
D

TN = 2 ∫ γ 0 (r )dr =
0

T2
T

(10)

Where T is the average value of T. The scattering experiments used in this study
measure the total scattered intensity of the nanocomposite sample, I(h), where h is related
to q by a difference of 2π. The scattered intensity is related to the interparticle or interagglomerate distance, TN, by68
∞

D

∫ I1 (h )hdh = (Δρ ) V (4π )∫ γ 0 (r )dr =(Δρ ) V (2π )TN
0

2

2

(11)

0

where V is the volume of the scatterers, or particles and Δρ is the difference in electron
density. The results of the scattering experiments to calculate the interparticle (interagglomerate) distance, TN, of the samples with varied particle dispersion are shown in the
following section.
Scattering Techniques

In order to observe the wide range of length scales encountered in the differently
dispersed composite samples, ranging from nano to micron, three different approaches to
characterization were employed. The SAXS technique is sensitive to intraparticle
scattering to probe the shape of the primary particles and the interparticle scattering of the
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individual primary particles and primary particle size distribution in the composite to
measure an ideal particle dispersion and calculate FWHMWD, dWD and TWD. The USAXS
technique is sensitive to the inter-agglomerate scattering to measure the size of the
particle agglomerates and inter-agglomerate distance due to the larger length scale than
the primary particles for a measure of FWHMN, dN and TN. The static light scattering
technique was also used to probe the size of the particle agglomerates and was compared
to the USAXS data as an alternative measurement technique. However, the static light
scattering q regime extends into length scales larger than that of the USAXS technique.
Table 5-2 and Figure 5-11 provide a reference for the length scale probed by the different
scattering techniques. The results of the scattering experiments contain data points that
were averaged over at least three measurements.
Table 5-2. Reference for the length scale probed and the range of q values for each
technique.
q value (Å) Length scale probed Scattering technique Scattering type
0.0001
6280 nm
USAXS/SLS
inter-agglomerate
0.001
628 nm
USAXS/SLS
inter-agglomerate
0.01
62.8 nm
USAXS/SAXS
interparticle
0.1
6.28 nm
SAXS
intraparticle
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Light
Scattering
3μm – 90nm
USAXS
2μm – 75nm

SAXS
1-100nm

Log
I(q)

Log q
Figure 5-11. Figure representing a typical scattering intensity plot and the various length
scales probed by different scattering techniques.
Small Angle X-Ray Scattering (SAXS)

The SAXS technique was used to measure the primary particle distribution and
primary particle average size. Any features that were larger than the 1-100 nm resolution
limit were not observed and only the primary particles were resolved. It is for this reason
that any of the scattering intensity plots from each of the four nanocomposite samples,
regardless of the degree of particle dispersion, could have been used to measure the
primary particle size distribution. Therefore, the SAXS plots were the same for all of the
samples (Figure 5-12) because all of the composites contained the same primary
particles. Further analysis of these plots using the Irena modeling program, as discussed
in Appendix B, revealed that the average primary particle size was 27.5nm with a
standard deviation of 7.3 nm for all samples. The particle size distribution for the
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primary particles, used as the reference ideal dispersion, is shown to be narrow and has
the smallest average size of all the nanocomposite samples due to full dispersion of the
particles (Figure 5-16).
1.00E+04

0.5 wt% Undispersed
1.00E+03

0.5 wt% Ultrasonciated

Intensity (a.u.)

0.5 wt% Surface Treated
1.00E+02

1.00E+01

1.00E+00

1.00E-01
0.01

0.1
q (1/Å)

Figure 5-12. Small angle x-ray scattering intensity plot for three differently dispersed
samples. Due to the fact that all samples have the same primary particle size,
all of the plots overlapped.
Ultra Small Angle X-Ray Scattering (USAXS)

The USAXS technique was used to probe features on the micron length scale (~0.1-2
μm resolution). The raw scattering data does not seem to present any significant changes
between differently dispersed samples, but small changes in the features of the curve
represent large changes in the average particle agglomerate size (Figure 5-13). However,
a closer observation of the region 0.001 < q < 0.01 in Figure 5-14 more clearly reveals
the changes in the shape of the curve due to changes in agglomerate size. This region
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(0.001 < q < 0.01) corresponds to a length scale of approximately 700 nm to 100 nm,
which correlates well with the range of agglomerate sizes shown in the four differently
dispersed samples. The convergence of all but the fractionated sample USAXS curve at
the higher q values (q = 0.01) reveals that the undispersed, ultrasonicated, and surface
treated samples do not contain small particles in the nano size regime, whereas the
fractionated sample contains small aggregates at the 70 nm length scale, which is probed at
that q value (0.01). This is confirmed by the calculated agglomerate size distribution in
Figure 5-16, showing that the smallest agglomerate size observed for those three samples
is approximately 90 nm.
1.00E+09
0.5 wt% Undispersed

1.00E+08

0.5 wt% Ultrasonciated
0.5 wt% Surface Treated

Intensity (a.u.)

1.00E+07

0.5 wt% Fractionated

1.00E+06

1.00E+05

1.00E+04

1.00E+03

1.00E+02
0.0001

0.001

0.01

q (1/Å)

Figure 5-13. Ultra small angle x-ray scattering intensity plot showing the four differently
dispersed samples. This q range covers the length scale of approximately 100
nm to 2000 nm.
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Figure 5-14. The region 0.001 < q < 0.01, revealing the changes in the USAXS
scattering curve due to changes in agglomerate size.
Static Light Scattering (SLS)

The raw scattering intensity plot including the static light scattering data (Figure 515) indicates that the fractionated sample scattered at the lowest intensity at the smaller q
values (q ~ 0.0001) of all the samples because agglomerates were not present in the
sample at that length scale. The undispersed, ultrasonicated, and surface treated
scattered more intensely in that region, indicating the presence of large agglomerates in
the micron size range. The characteristic upturn in the data (as compared to the
fractionated sample) indicates some agglomerates that may be on the order of the
resolution of this technique (~3 μm). Particle agglomerates of this size were observed
through TEM micrographs in the undispersed sample, as shown previously.
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Figure 5-15. Scattering intensity plot including the static light scattering data for the four
differently dispersed samples.
Scattering Data Analysis

The scattering data from the SAXS, USAXS, and SLS techniques were combined,
scaled to the SAXS absolute intensity measurements, and analyzed using the Irena
macros for average particle (primary, aggregate, or agglomerate) size, size distribution ,
and interparticle distance. The particle size distribution data revealed that as the
nanoparticles underwent dispersion from a highly agglomerated state to an ideal
randomly well dispersed state, the average particle size decreased and the size
distribution narrowed (Figure 5-16). The particle size distribution of the as-received dry
powder was measured by commercial static light scattering and the remaining
distributions were calculated from x-ray scattering data. The decreasing average particle
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size (Figure 5-17) with changing particle dispersion clearly indicates the quantitative
difference between the four nanocomposite samples with varying degree of dispersion.
A similar particle size distribution graph is also shown for the static light scattering
data analysis (Figure 5-18), which indicates similar trends as Figure 5-16. However, the
light scattering results produced a systematically larger average particle size as compared
to the size derived from x-ray scattering (Figure 5-18). This may be due to the fact that
static light scattering (SLS) probes a smaller q value range than USAXS, thus resolving
larger agglomerates that were in the nanocomposite sample. The USAXS measurements
can probe agglomerates up to approximately 2 μm, whereas the SLS measurements can
observe particle agglomerates that are approximately 3 μm. Regardless of the difference
in results from USAXS and SLS measurements , both techniques have shown a
quantitative distinction between the samples of varied nanoparticle dispersion and the
SAXS technique provided information about the primary particles.
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Figure 5-16. Particle (primary, aggregate, or agglomerate) size distribution as obtained
from data analysis of x-ray scattering data (except dry powder obtained from
SLS). As the dry powder agglomerates disperse in the polymer due to an
increase in processing techniques, the size distribution shifts to the left and
narrows.
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Figure 5-17. Average particle (primary, aggregate, or agglomerate) size shown for the
data obtained by USAXS measurements (except primary particle size obtained
from SAXS).
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Figure 5-18. Particle size distribution as obtained from data analysis of static light
scattering data, except primary particles (SAXS) and dry powder (DLS).
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Figure 5-19. A comparison between the average particle (aggregate or agglomerate)
sizes obtained from x-ray measurements (USAXS) and static light scattering
measurements (SLS).
Dispersion Parameter Calculations

Table 5-3 summarizes the results of the scattering data analysis, including the
calculation of scattering parameters, and D1 and D2 calculations for the epoxy-TiO2
nanocomposite samples. The results s are expected to yield a quantitative comparison
between the differently dispersed nanocomposite samples. The mixing parameter (D2)
and surface chemistry parameter (D1) both indicate similar trends in dispersion because
both parameters are greatly affected by the size of the particle agglomerates, as
mentioned previously.
According to Table 5-3, the change in processing from the undispersed to
ultrasonicated sample is the addition of ultrasonic physical mixing, however, both the D1
and D2 values approximately doubled. This indicates that ultrasonication had as much of
an affect on the three dimensional spacing (overall mixing) of the particles in the matrix
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as it had on the size of the agglomerates (nano scale dispersion). The addition of the
surface modification step to the surface treated sample resulted in a larger change in the
D1 parameter, indicating that the particles dispersed by ultrasonication were stabilized
sterically by the surface modification and made compatible with the polymer matrix,
thereby promoting greater size reduction than mixing alone. However, the D2 parameter
did not change dramatically because the amount of physical mixing (ultrasonication)
remained unchanged. Therefore, the only change in D2 for the surface treated sample
was due to the reduction in agglomerate size only, and not a significant improvement in
overall mixing.
The difference between the surface treated and fractionated samples is quite large
for both the D1 and D2 values. The D1 value more than doubled due to the addition of a
solvent in the fractionated sample to reduce viscosity during ultrasonication, but also the
addition of a surface modification (ST2) that lowered the surface energy 10mJ/m2 more
than that of the surface treated sample (ST1), according to given values by the
manufacturer of the silane surface treatments. The lowered viscosity due to the solvent
can be attributed to smaller dispersion eddy currents as calculated by the Kolmogoroff
equation, mentioned previously, thus promoting even further reduction of particle
agglomerate size, and overcoming the van der Waals forces to produce nearly primary
particles. The change in the D2 value was affected by the changes in particle agglomerate
size reduction and also by overall mixing improvement, again due to smaller eddy
currents, because the same physical mixing by ultrasonication used in the other samples
was enhanced by the addition of a solvent.
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Table 5-3. Values of T, FWHM, and d and the results of the calculation of D1 and D2.
FWHMN or
dN (μm)
Sample
TN (μm)
D2
D1
FWHMWD (μm)
0.861 ±
0.0243 ±
0.113 ±
1.50 ±
0.704 ± 0.02
Undispersed
0.005
0.0001
0.003
0.04
0.507 ±
0.0423 ±
0.218 ±
0.775 ±
0.404 ± 0.005
Ultrasonicated
0.003
0.0002
0.035
0.12
0.446 ±
0.218 ±
0.107 ±
0.380 ±
Surface
0.159 ± 0.002
0.001
0.0006
0.046
0.05
Treated
0.0816 ±
0.247 ±
0.727 ±
0.233 ±
0.0693 ± 0.0004
Fractionated
0.001
0.004
0.142
0.05
0.169
0.0275
0.0171 ± 0.0001
1
1
Ideal Case
(TWD)
(dWD)
An attempt was made to separate the effects of surface modification and particle
mixing by subtracting D1 from D2, to eliminate effects in D2 from particle agglomerate
size changes (Table 5-4). It is observed that the mixing portion of the D2 parameter (D2 D1) accounted for more than 50% of the D2 value for each sample, which indicates that
investigating the interparticle (inter-agglomerate) separation is important in the
quantification of dispersion, but has often been neglected in the literature. The value of
the mixing contribution to the D2 dispersion parameter increased as particle/agglomerate
size decreased, indicating that the additional processing methodologies enhanced the
mixing homogeneity of the sample in addition to compatibilizing the particles with the
surrounding polymer, as indicated in D1. Additionally, the separation of particles,
aggregates, or agglomerates from one another as it relates to dispersion becomes more
important as the system approaches the ideal, homogeneously dispersed state. In
conclusion, if both D1 and D2 dispersion parameters are used in tandem, the mechanism
for particle dispersion can be realized.
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Table 5-4. Dispersion Index values compared to the processing methodology where M =
mixing, U = ultrasonication, ST = surface treatment, and S = solvent.
Processing
Sample
D2 – D1
D1
D2
methods
0.0243 ±
0.113 ±
0.0887
M
Undispersed
0.0001
0.003
0.0423 ±
0.218 ±
0.176
M, U
Ultrasonicated
0.0002
0.035
0.380 ±
Surface
0.107 ± 0.0006
0.273
M, U, ST1
0.046
Treated
0.727 ±
0.247 ± 0.004
0.480
M, U, S, ST2
Fractionated
0.142
1
1
0
Ideal Case
It appears from the above discussion that particle-particle interactions and particle
compatibility with the surrounding polymer matrix, both governed by surface chemistry,
play a more dominant role in the dispersion of nanoparticles in a polymer because of the
effect at all length scales of dispersion. Appropriate surface modification is necessary to
enhance or stabilize dispersion by tailoring the correct chemistry at the particle-polymer
interface.
Conventional mixing techniques, such as high shear homogenizers, ultrasonication,
and extrusion, have been shown to be successful for incorporation of micron-scale
particles into a polymer matrix by observing improvements in material properties.
Chuang, et al.23, suggest that dispersion of glass microparticles was achieved with simple
mixing into a liquid polyurethane resin for only two minutes, and that a surface treatment
was needed solely to promote adhesion with the polymer matrix. However, conventional
mixing techniques such as ultrasonication cannot produce eddy currents on the nano
length scale for this system to completely overcome the van der Waals interparticle
attractive forces purely by physical means.
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Relationship Between the Dispersion Parameters and Material Properties

An attempt was made to correlate the quantitative dispersion parameters, D1 and
D2, to a material property, such as optical density. Optical density is a measure of the
amount of light that is allowed to transmit through the polymer film sample, as compared
to a background material. If a composite sample has many particle agglomerates that are
on the order of the size of visible light (400-700 nm), then high intensity multiple
scattering will take place and the amount of transmitted light will decrease rapidly. On
the other hand, if the particles (or agglomerates) in the sample are in the nano size range
and small compared to visible light, then very minimal scattering will occur and the
sample will remain relatively transparent. It is important to note that scattering can never
be completely eliminated unless the refractive indices of the nanoparticles and polymer
matrix material were exactly the same, thus 100% transmission through a point in a
composite material can never be theoretically achieved. Therefore, optical density is a
relative measurement that compares a sample containing particles to that of the pure
polymer without nanoparticles.
The optical density measurements for the four differently dispersed nanocomposite
samples (Figure 5-20) revealed a similar trend as the dispersion indices, as expected.
Furthermore, the optical density measurements correlate better with the D1 dispersion
index component with a systematic linear difference between the two values. Although
all of the dispersion index values correspond to the optical density, the good correlation
with the D1 value in particular may be due to the strong dependency of visible light
scattering on the size of the particle agglomerates. However, the D2 parameter also
includes these affects, as discussed previously.
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The undispersed sample, with a mean agglomerate size of 860 nm and an interagglomerate distance of 1.5 μm, has particle clusters that are much larger than the visible
light wavelength but are also close enough that scattering between the agglomerates may
take place. It is expected that this sample will have very low light transmission due to
high intensity scattering away from the detector due to large agglomerates and multiple
scattering. The reduction in agglomerate size to 507 nm and interagglomerate distance to
775 nm for the ultrasonicated sample also indicate a low optical density, as the
agglomerates are similar to the light wavelength. The scattering intensity will be lower
due to smaller agglomerates than the undispersed sample, thus the optical density
increased between the two samples. The near 50% reduction in both the average
agglomerate size and also inter-agglomerate distance results in a two-fold increase in the
optical density between samples.
An increase in the optical density of 2.5x correlates well with the average
agglomerate size reduction (~2.5x) for the surface treated sample, thus correlating with
the D1 value. The change in interparticle distance is not as significant for this sample
(less than two-fold reduction), which is indicated by less of a correlation of the D2 value
with optical density. Finally, when considering the average agglomerate size and
separation of the fractionated sample, again, the optical density change from the surface
treated sample to the fractionated sample is best estimated by direct correlation between
agglomerate size reduction and optical density. In other words, it can be suggested from
these results that the following relation may be used to predict optical density when the
change in dispersion index is known between samples
ΔI trans ~ ΔD1

(12)
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where Itrans is the light transmitted through the sample, or optical density.
This relationship may be utilized for extrapolation to other material properties,
such as tensile strength. A two-fold reduction in particle agglomerate size may be
correlated with a two-fold increase in yield strength or ultimate tensile strength, if the
same particle volume fraction is used. It was observed through SEM microscopy that the
highly agglomerated samples contained voids around the particle clusters, which would
have a drastic affect on mechanical properties. Therefore, an optimal dispersion obtained
by careful selection of surface modification and mixing techniques would minimize
agglomerates in the nanocomposite sample, thereby leading to improved optical,
mechanical, and other material properties.
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Figure 5-20. Optical density (amount of light transmitted through the sample) at 700 nm
wavelength visible light for each differently dispersed sample (0.5 wt% TiO2
in epoxy) as compared to a pure epoxy background. The sample pathlength is
1 mm.
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Figure 5-21. A strong linear correlation can be made between the D1 dispersion index
component and optical density values (measured at 700 nm).

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Nanocomposite Fabrication

The objective set forth in this study was to quantitatively characterize the state of
dispersion of nanoparticles embedded in a polymer matrix. Several challenges became
apparent when starting this investigation. The first barrier was to fabricate polymer
composite samples with varied levels of nanoparticle dispersion. An epoxy resin was
chosen as the polymer matrix and titania nanoparticles as the filler material.
Nanocomposite samples with four discrete dispersion states were prepared and new
methodologies were developed to create an optimal dispersion of a dry titania
nanopowder in an epoxy matrix. The particle agglomerate size was reduced by over two
orders of magnitude from the dry agglomerated powder to the fractionated nanocomposite
sample. It was determined that the primary factors to improving (enhancing) the
dispersion of a dry nanopowder in a polymer resin is the choice of an appropriate solvent
and also particle surface modification. The solvent was used reduce viscosity, thus
reducing dispersion eddy currents, while the surface modification lowered the surface
energy to provide spontaneous spreading of the polymer resin on the particles.
The particle agglomerates in the nanocomposite samples spanned the length scale
of large agglomerates in the micron size range down to near primary particle size. The
qualitative differences between polymer nanocomposite samples were observed through
optical micrographs and TEM/SEM micrographs. Optical micrographs provided
information about the larger length scale of the sample, while SEM/TEM revealed the
113
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nano length scale of nanoparticle dispersion. The micrographs also provided preliminary
data of the particle size distribution for use in the Irena modeling program.
Suggested Future Work- FIB

Microscopy has been used in the literature as the most common technique for
qualitatively investigating particle dispersion, and advances have been made in the field
of focused ion beam (microscopy) technology to image a bulk composite sample three
dimensionally. The focused ion beam (FIB) technique requires SEM microscopy and
gallium ion beam etching to be used together. First, the SEM beam scans the sample to
create an image. Next, the ion beam etches away a designated thickness of the sample to
reveal a new surface. The SEM beam then images the new surface and the process
continues. The series of SEM images are then “stacked” together to form a 3-D image.
Although this process can be automated, the image processing involved to create the
image can be tedious. This promising technique can be employed to validate or develop
more robust techniques for qualitative dispersion measurements in nanocomposite
materials.
In this study, the FIB technique was briefly explored to support the results of the
SEM and TEM micrographs of the nanocomposite materials (Figure 7-1). However, the
resolution was not adequate to investigate individual features of the nanoparticles. It is
recommended that this technique be used with either larger particles than those used in
this study (>30nm diameter), or that a smaller volume of the sample be scanned with the
SEM beam at higher magnification.
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Figure 6-1. Initial attempts at using the FIB technique to three dimensionally image the
nanocomposite samples created in this study.
Characterization Techniques

The second barrier to characterizing the state of particle dispersion was to choose
an appropriate technique or series of techniques to probe the relevant length scales in the
nanocomposite system that spanned more than two orders of magnitude. Light and x-ray
scattering techniques were employed to measure the scattering intensity behavior of each
of the four differently dispersed nanocomposite samples. Small angle x-ray (SAXS)
measurements revealed that the average primary particle size of the titania particles was
27.5nm in diameter. The probe length of the SAXS instrument was small enough (1100nm) that only primary particles were detected and measured.
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Ultra small angle x-ray measurements (USAXS) provided the next larger probe
length in order to measure the average size and size distribution of the agglomerates for
the composite samples. The calculation results of the USAXS measurements revealed
the agglomerate average size ranged from nearly 900nm for the undispersed state, down
to 75 nm for the fractionated state.
Light scattering measurements also provided a method to calculate the particle
agglomerate average size and size distribution. However, the SLS provided a larger
wavelength probe length (q value) range than USAXS measurements. Considering this
fact, the average agglomerate sizes calculated from the light scattering measurements
were approximately 20% larger than the agglomerate size calculated from USAXS. This
result is due to the difference in probe length (q range) between the two measurement
techniques. Static light scattering was able to resolve some large agglomerates in the
samples that were not visible using the USAXS technique, thus shifting the size
distribution to higher values.
Suggested Improvements
Optical bench

There are several improvements that can be made to the light scattering data
measurement and data analysis techniques employed in this study. The optical bench
built specifically for this study needs to be further calibrated to ensure more accurate
measurements. In this study, calibration was carried out by using monodisperse particle
standards of various sizes and measuring the light scattering pattern while dispersed in
water in a cuvette. While this method provided a basis for selecting the appropriate
optical components and aligning the apparatus by comparing the scattering behavior to
the calculated Mie model, a more rigorous calibration procedure is required. Known
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bimodal and multimodel mixtures of particle standards should be used to test the
accuracy of the scattering measurements. The theoretical scattering curve can be
calculated using the same MiePlot program used in this study by calculating the fraction
of particles of one size that is used in the distribution as it relates to the overall scattering
pattern. Resultant multiple modeled scattering graphs can be combined into a single
curve, representing all size fractions of the distribution. The mode of the distribution
should be increased until a Gaussian or lognormal distribution can be created
experimentally to match with the theoretical scattering model. At this time, only
monodisperse standard particles are used for calibration.
Data analysis

The raw scattering data analysis was accomplished in this study by utilizing the
Irena macros in the Igor Pro software. However, no standard operating procedures have
been published describing the use of the Irena macros for acquiring information about
particle size and interparticle distance. In fact, there are several procedures within the
Irena macros that can be used to obtain different solutions for the same size distribution
of particles. From the limited discussions between the author and others using these
analysis techniques, no standard protocol for their use could be found. The somewhat
subjective use of data trimming, smoothing and manipulation should be used with
extreme caution. It is further recommended that standard operating procedures for this
type of data analysis be published either in the literature or by creating a standard in the
ISO or ASTM configuration.
Additional characterization studies- chemistry of the nanoparticle surface

The silane coupling agent effectively prevented reagglomeration of the particles in
the solvent and lowered the titania surface energy to enhance wetting of the surface by
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the epoxy resin. However, verification is required by further characterization. XPS
spectroscopy and Bio-Raman spectroscopy may be used for characterization purposes.
Some groups have characterized the Ti-O-Si bond by Raman Spectroscopy at 950cm-1 in
order to identify the presence of the bonded silane groups to the particle surface.105 The
advantage to using XPS is the small resolution and the ability to quantify specific bonds
at the surface. Bio-Raman could provide a faster method to characterize the surface,
however, the concentration of the coupling agent must be high enough for the resolution
of the instrument (~100mmol). Another challenge to Bio-Raman measurements is the
identification of the appropriate peaks that correspond to the bonds formed at the particle
surface. Information on the peak location of the Ti-O-Si bond is not readily found in the
literature.
The Dispersion Index

The last challenge to meeting the objective of this study was to develop a
quantitative dispersion index that indicated changes in particle dispersion on both the
macro and nano length scales. The dispersion indices, D1 and D2, were proposed to
quantify changes in particle surface wetting and also mixture homogeneity, respectively.
The values for each component can vary from zero, for a completely agglomerated
system, to one for a completely random well-dispersed system. The results of the D1 and
D2 calculations for the four differently dispersed samples illustrated the quantitative
differences between nanocomposite samples. The results also indicated a strong
correlation of the processing techniques to the dispersion indices and the affect of each.
It was concluded that the D1 parameter is governed solely by the change in particle
agglomerate size, however, the D2 parameter is affected by both the interparticle distance
and also the agglomerate size due to the interrelation of these parameters. The
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quantitative results of the dispersion index verified the conclusions drawn from the
qualitative dispersion data. Furthermore, if both D1 and D2 dispersion indices are used in
tandem, the mechanism for particle dispersion can be realized by careful analysis of the
D values for each sample.
Correlating the Dispersion Index to Material Properties

The development of the dispersion index development was enhanced by correlating
the results to a measurable material property. The optical density of the nanocomposite
was chosen as an important material property due to applications in many industries, such
as food and beverage packaging and window materials. The optical density of
nanocomposite samples fabricated in this study revealed the same dispersion trends as
shown from the dispersion index calculations. A relationship between the change in
optical density and the change in the D1 value was proposed based on the strong
correlation of optical density with changes in particle agglomerate size due to scattering
of visible light.
Suggested Future Work

The results of this study have been presented at various industry and academic
settings, and many have expressed an interest in also correlating the mechanical
properties (performance) of a composite material to the state of dispersion of a composite
material. However, when this prospect was explored in this study, several problems were
encountered. Most importantly, the mixing rule equations used in the literature to predict
the mechanical behavior of composite materials cannot be used when the filler particles
have nano scale dimensions. An empirical relationship can be formed to relate the
dispersion to material properties such as strength and modulus, but the performance of an
ideally dispersed material cannot be properly predicted with the equations in use
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currently. It is suggested that this avenue be further pursued as a separate study on the
prediction of mechanical properties of nanocomposites and later correlated to the
quantitative dispersion index suggested in this study. The relationship between dielectric
properties and the degree of particle dispersion was also explored briefly in this study and
may also correlate well to the calculated value of D1. Choi, et al.89 have found that a
relationship exists between particle size and the composite permeability.

APPENDIX A
CALCULATION OF THE PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION BY SOLVING THE
INVERSE MIE PROBLEM
The inverse Mie problem can be solved to determine the particle size distribution of
a sample from scattering data. However, in this study, modeling is used to analyze all
scattering data (see Chapter three). The scattering inverse problem is generally written in
the form93
S = K ⋅N

(1)

where S is the scattering signature over the detectors, N is the unknown size distribution
of “bins” vector so that Nj represents the quantity of particles in the jth size class, and K
is the n x n scattering matrix so that element Kij indicates the amount of energy that a unit
quantity of would scatter into the ith detector, assuming single scattering. The elements
of K can be determined by Mie theory following the equations presented in chapter four
or any approximation that would be appropriate to the system of particles and medium
used for measurements (e.g., Rayleigh-Debye-Gans). Often the matrix is calculated
using weighting functions for both the size classes and the detector geometries.93
The calculation of the particle size “bins” is given in a similar manner as other
commercial laser diffraction instruments The distribution of the size ranges is
logarithmic, which correlates well with the log-normal distribution of the primary
particles used in this study, as well as the hypothesized log-normal distribution of
aggregate sizes. The equation for the logarithmic size classes is given as
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⎛d
d = d min ⎜⎜ max
⎝ d min

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

n
N −1

(2)

where d is the width of the size class, dmin is the minimum particle size expected in the
distribution, dmax is the largest expected particle (agglomerate) size, n is the bin number,
and N is the number of elements in the intensity matrix given by S. The inversion of the
matrix is given by
N = K −1 ⋅ S

(3)

The values of the resultant N vector can be plotted with respect to the size classes for a
particle size distribution. There are a number of ways in which this deceptively difficult
calculation can be accomplished, including the Philips-Twomey inversion, which is cited
most often in literature. However, this method is beyond the scope of this work and is
presented as an alternative to using the Irena modeling programs, as described in Chapter
three and Appendix B.

APPENDIX B
PROCEDURES FOR SCATTERING DATA ANALYSIS USING IRENA
The standard procedure used for all data analysis in this study is presented here as a
starting point for publication and standardization. These procedures were obtained in
part from the Irena user manual as provided by Jan Ilavsky and partially from user
experience. The steps to analyzing the scattering data are presented in chronological
order and with useful suggestions for starting parameters. The same data analysis can be
completed with either SLS or USAXS data used interchangeably, keeping in mind that
they will not produce the same solution.
Desmearing of USAXS Data

1.

Import raw USAXS scattering data into the Irena SAS macros in proper format (Q,
R, S wave names)

2.

Open the desmearing macro, import and graph the USAXS data, and input the slit
length (0.1 will suffice for most measurements).

3.

Trim high q value data at q = 0.0229 (Å-1)

4.

Smooth fully before desmearing.

5.

Use the “power law with flat” model for extrapolation.

6.

Run the desmearing macro ten times, or until the error is small and the modeled
data points do not change.

7.

No further data smoothing was needed. Export data to spreadsheet.
Combine USAXS and SAXS Data

8.

Import SAXS and USAXS data (in Q, R, S waves) to the data manipulation tool.

9.

Combine the data sets by placing the cursors on the overlapping part of the two
data curves.
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10.

Scale the USAXS data as necessary and export new data set.
Calculate Particle Size Distribution and FWHM Values

11.

Import the combined data set into the standard models Least Squares Fitting tool.

12.

Fit a small part of the distribution for a PSD curve first, then move cursors out with
each fitting until the region of approximately 0.000237 < q < 0.0027 is covered.

13.

Fit only one size distribution, unless a bimodal distribution is known.

14.

Use the suggested starting parameters and adjust as necessary
•
•
•
•

Number of bins = 300
Neglect tail dist fractions = 0.05
Background = 0 (no fitting)
Use initial guesses of mean and minimum size from microscopy data
Correlation Length for Interparticle Distance

15.

Use the fractals model macro and import the combined SAXS/USAXS data.

16.

Use one mass fractal model only and set cursors over the same q range used for
obtaining the PSD.

17.

Use the suggested starting parameters and adjust as necessary
•
•
•
•

Radius = 135Å
Dv = 2.5
Background = 0 (no fitting)
Aspect ratio = 1 (spherical particles)

18.

Set the number of integration points to 100 and gradually increase to 500 as the
solution becomes more stable.

19.

The solution is stable when the correlation length does not change (< 1%) when the
number of integration points is increased.

20.

If the solution does not stabilize, change the volume filling from 0.4 to 0.6.
Calculation of Primary Particle Distribution by SAXS

21.

Use the Least Squares Fitting tool and import the SAXS data of any composite
sample.

22.

Fit the entire SAXS curve, using small q range at first and gradually expand to
entire data range.
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23.

Use the starting parameters similar to the USAXS data, adjusting as necessary. The
values should be well known and solution should diverge quickly to an expected
solution.

24.

It is not recommended to fit the standard deviation until a very stable solution can
be found.

APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF THE CALCULATION OF INTERPARTICLE DISTANCE FOR
THE IDEAL DISPERSION CASE
The log-normal distribution has been shown to accurately describe the particle size
distribution of the particle system used in this study of nano-sized titanium dioxide (see
Chapter three). Clearly, the agglomerate size distribution would also follow this type of
distribution.
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Figure C-1. A typical positive-skewed lognormal distribution curve is shown (A). The
experimental particle size distribution of TiO2 particles disbursed in ethanol
and measured with dynamic light scattering is also shown (B).
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The forming and dispersing of particle clusters can be treated kinetically by the following
equation:
dM
= Φ (M )
dt

(1)

where M is the size of the cluster and Φ(M) can be expressed as:
Φ (M ) = K

(M

− M 0 )(M ∞ − M )
(M ∞ − M 0 )

(2)

where M0 and M∞ are the minimum and maximum cluster sizes formed respectively, and
K is a velocity constant that can take a positive or negative value dependent on cluster
growth or dispersion. The smallest value for M0 would be the primary particle size and
the largest value of M∞ constitutes an agglomerate made up of all the particles in the
system.
Since clustering/dispersing time has no defined starting point, the units of growth
or separation of the particle clusters can be lengthened or shortened arbitrarily. This
point justifies the assumption that the relative times for clustering or dispersing are
normally distributed, which would be expressed by the following:

⎛ − t2
exp⎜⎜
2π
⎝ 2
1

f (t ) =

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(3)

where f(t) is the time distribution function for clustering or dispersing of particles.
If equations (2) and (3) are combined, then
t = a + b ln

(M

− M 0 )(M ∞ − M 0 )
(M ∞ − M )

where a and b are constants. Also, by combining equations (3) and (4)

(4)
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f (M ) =
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(5)

where σ and M can be assumed to be the measure of polydispersity and mean particle
size respectively, as proven elsewhere105.
Under specific conditions, where the minimum particle size is very small and the
maximum particle size approaches infinity, equation (5) becomes the simple log-normal
distribution as shown in many textbooks:

f (M ) =

⎧⎪ ⎡ ln (M / M )⎤ 2 ⎫⎪
exp⎨− ⎢
⎥ ⎬
2π ln σ
⎪⎩ ⎣ 2 ln σ ⎦ ⎪⎭
1

(6)

which is equivalent to the probability density of a particle size, di, with a geometric mean
particle size, d, and a geometric standard deviation (polydispersity), σ.
f (d ) =

⎡ − (ln d i − ln d )2 ⎤
exp ⎢
⎥
2 ln 2 σ
2π ln σ
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
1

(7)

The mean size and polydispersity are thus defined over the entire composite system as the
following summations:
N

∑n
i =1

ln d =

i

ln d i

∑n
i =1

N

ln σ =

∑ n (ln d
i =1

i

i

∑n

i

− ln d )

2

(9)

N

i =1

where σ = 1 for a monodisperse system.

(8)

N

i
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However, the D2 component of the dispersion index is dependent on the relative
arrangement of particle agglomerates in the polymer matrix. Accordingly, the center-tocenter average interparticle distance between two particles, di and dj, can be calculated
using the following equation26-27:
Lk = Tk +

1
(d i + d j )
2

(10)

where Tk is the average surface-to-surface interparticle distance, or chord length, of two
adjacent hard spheres and Lk is the average center-to-center distance between particles.
The hard-sphere assumption is used to prevent the overlapping of particles and the
complicated calculations that would ensue. Equation (10) can be added up over the entire
system as
N

N

∑ n k L k = ∑ n k Tk +
i =1

i =1

1⎛ N
⎜ ∑ ni d i +
2 ⎜⎝ i = 1

N

∑n d
j =1

j

j

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(11)

The average values for the center-to-center and surface-to-surface interparticle
distances, L and T, are the arithmetic mean of all the values in the system. From equation
(11) it follows that
N

N

∑

n k Lk = L∑ n k

N

n k Tk = T ∑ n k

k =1

(12)

k =1

and

∑

k =1

N

(13)

k =1

Through an integration of the average of the log-normal particle size distribution by
a simple transformation105, it is shown that the average particle size, represented in this
size distribution as the summation of all d, is shown to be
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N
1 2 ⎞N
⎛
exp
ln
n
d
n
d
d
ln σ ⎟∑ ni
=
=
+
⎜
∑
∑
i i
j j
2
⎝
⎠ i =1
i =1
i =1
N

(14)

Also, it can be seen that
N

N

i =1

i =1

∑ n k = ∑ ni

(15)

By substituting equations (12)-(15) into equation (11) we find that
⎛1
⎞
L = T + d exp⎜ ln 2 σ ⎟
⎝2
⎠

(16)

which gives the exact solution for the average interparticle spacing with relation to d, the
average (mean) particle size, and also the polydispersity for particles in any configuration
that follows the log-normal distribution. If the particles are affixed to a given spatial
distribution lattice, for example the simple cubic lattice, then the interparticle distance
may be written as follows:
⎛1
⎞
L SC = TSC + d exp⎜ ln 2 σ ⎟
⎝2
⎠

(17)

where the subscript SC denotes parameters for particles occupying a simple cubic lattice.
In the case of the same mean particle size, polydispersity, and volume fraction of
particles in samples with the simple cubic lattice and a randomly well dispersed
configuration, the spatial distribution parameter, ξ, can be defined as26

ξ =

L
L SC

⎛1
⎞
T + d exp⎜ ln 2 σ ⎟
⎝2
⎠
=
⎛1
⎞
TSC + d exp⎜ ln 2 σ ⎟
⎝2
⎠

(18)

An increase in the value of ξ would indicate that the particle morphology is further away
from that of the simple cubic lattice. The spatial distribution parameter has been
calculated by Liu, et al26 to be approximately 1.1 for a randomly well dispersed
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morphology of particles. The theoretically ideal, random dispersion is defined as a threedimensional array of non-touching nanoparticles in which all particles are
homogeneously distributed in the sample volume and not confined to any geometrical
lattice (Figure C-2). All of the polymer nanocomposite samples fabricated in this study
were compared to this ideal dispersion state as a reference point.
The average interparticle distance for particles that are confined to a simple cubic
lattice can be exactly calculated by26

TSC

⎡⎛ π ⎞1 / 3
⎛3
⎞
⎛1
⎞⎤
= d ⎢⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
exp⎜ ln 2 σ ⎟ − exp⎜ ln 2 σ ⎟⎥
⎝2
⎠
⎝2
⎠⎥⎦
⎢⎣⎝ 6φ ⎠

(19)

If equation (19) is rearranged then
TSC

⎛π ⎞
⎛1
⎞
+ d exp⎜ ln 2 σ ⎟ = d ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
⎝2
⎠
⎝ 6φ ⎠

1/3

⎛3
⎞
exp⎜ ln 2 σ ⎟
⎝2
⎠

(20)

The combination of equation (18) and (20) yields the calculation of the average
interparticle distance of the ideal dispersion state using the spatial distribution factor for
the randomly well dispersed morphology of particles
1
⎡
⎤
3
⎛
⎞
π
⎛ 3 2 ⎞ ⎛ 1 2 ⎞⎥
⎢
T = d ξ ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ exp⎜ ln σ ⎟ − ⎜ ln σ ⎟
⎢ ⎝ 6φ ⎠
⎠⎥
⎝2
⎠ ⎝2
⎢⎣
⎦⎥

where φ is the volume fraction of particles in the nanocomposite material.

(21)
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Figure C-2. A two-dimensional schematic drawing of the randomly well-dispersed
particle configuration.
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